
The Qaraiinas in the Historical Materials 
of the Ilkhanate 

By Hirotoshi SHIMO 

Introductory 

The word Qaraunas(1 ) appears in the Universal History( 2 ) and the 
Wa,$-$iif History,(3) which are the most important sources concerning the 
llkhanate. The word appears, on the one hand in the expressions, 'a 10,000 
strong corps of Qaraunas' and 'a 1,000 strong unit of Qaraunas', where it 
seems as if it is applied to the name of a military unit of the Ilkhanate; on 
the other hand, it is used for a group of rebels in the Khurasan area, and 
for a group of bandits making incursions into the Fars region. However, 
Rashid al-Din, the author of the Universal History, has absolutely nothing 
to say about who the Qaraunas were, while the W aHiif only says, extra
ordinarily obscurely, 'the Qaraunas are the fiercest of the Mongols and are 
evil spirits rather than human beings.'( 4) Thus it remains totally unclear, 
from these sources, who the Qaraunas actually were. The name Caraunas also 
appears in Marco Polo's The Description of the World as that of bandits 
in the Kirman area. (5) This, too, may be thought to have some relationship 
with the Qaraiinas in the Persian language histories, but the only point in 
common is 'plunderers in the south eastern region of the Ilkhanate', and 
nothing appears to suggest a direct link with the troops of the Ilkhanate. 
In short, the Qaraunas or Caraunas which appear in the various source 

( 1) Qara:iinas, Qaraiina and Qaraiina are found; I have used Qaraiinas throughout, except 
in quotations. 

( 2) The editions and abridgements of the Universal History used in this article are as 
follows: 
Rashid 1: Jami' al-Tavarikh I, ed. by A. A. Alizade etc., Moskva, 1965. 
Rashid 2: Jami' al-Tavarikh III, ed. by A. A. Alizade, Baku, 1957. For the 'main 
chronicles', from that of Abaqa to that of Ghazan, I have also consulted the edition of 
K. Jahn. 
Rashid 3: E. Blochet, Djami el Tevarikh par Fadl Allah Rashid ed-Din, Tom II, 
Leyden & London, 1911. Wherever 'Chronicle of-' appears in the text, the reference 
is always to the 'main chronicles' of the Universal History. 

( 3) Tarikh-i WaHaf, Bombay, 1952-3. Reprinted Tehran, 1960. 
( 4) Tarikh-i Wa~~'i'ij, p. ll8. 
( 5) A. C. Maule & P. Pelliot: Marco Polo. The Description of the World, I-II, London,. 

1938. vol. I, pp. 121-122. 
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materials have extremely little in common as to their nature, apart from 

the name. Moreover, the references to the Qaraunas in the Persian language 

sources are divergent as to their activities, the area of their activities and the 

time of their activities, and they are, furthermore, so fragmentary, that they 

are too vague to be easily used. As a consequence, no doubt, nobody has 

hitherto carried out a comprehensive examination of the appearances of 

Qaraunas in the Persian language sources, and made the matter clear. 

D'Ohsson simply cites the word Qaraunas from the original sources without 

giving any special consideration to the Qaraunas, confining himself to point

ing out that there is a reference to them in Marco Polo's The Description of 

the World. <6 ) Hammer-Purgstall links Qarafmas with Qaraun Chidiin, but 

does not go beyond this casual thought based on phonetic similarity. (7) 

Howorth, too, introduces the various views held by his predecessors, without 

proposing any particular view of his own. (8) Again, in recent years, both 

Spuler(9 ) and Boyle(lO) have cited the name, Qaraunas, without, in either 

case, producing a new view. Then there is the view of Yule,( 11) who looked 

into the references to the Caraunas in Marco Polo's The Description of the 

World~ which amounts to no more than this vague suggestion: 'Perhaps a 

tribe called Qaranut, a branch of the Qunqirat, associated with the Qaraiin 

Chidun, which became a military formation, 10,000 strong, in the Ilkhanate, 

and then turned into bandits based in the south eastern region of the territory, 

Qaranut becoming corrupted into Qaraiinas.' Even the great Pelliot, in his 

Notes on Marco Polo, deals with the question of the Qaraunas, without pro

ducing any persuasive explanation. (12) Finally, there is the most recent study, 

that of Aubin, who follows in the footsteps of previous scholars, and com

pletely fails to clarify the vital questions as to just who the Qaraunas were 

and what position they occupied,in the ilkhanate. (13 ) 

Studies of the Qaraunas hitherto are thus extremely nebulous. They are 

generally focussed on consideration of the reference to Caraunas in Marco 

Polo's The Description of the World, where they are represented as bandits 

infesting the south eastern region of the llkhanate. But there is the question 

( 6) C. D'Ohsson: Histoire de Mongols, I-IV, Amsterdam, 1834-35. vol. IV, p. 46. 

(7) J. F. von Hammer-Purgstall: Geschichte der Ilhiine, 2 Bande, Darmstadt, 1841-43. 

vol. 1, p. 309. 
( 8) H. H. Howorth: History of the Mongols from the 9th to the 19th century, I-IV, 5 vols, 

London, 1876-1927. vol. 3, pp. 388-389. 

( 9) B. Spuler: Die Mongolen in Iran, Leipzig, 1939. 

(10) J. A. Boyle: Dynastic and Political History of the il Khans (The Cambridge History 

of Iran, vol. V. The Saljuq and Mongol Periods, ed. by J. A. Boyle, Cambridge, 1968, 

Chapter 4.) 
(11) H. Yule: The Book of Ser Marco Polo the Venetian concerning the kingdoms and 

marvels of the East, I-II, 3rd ed. revised by Henry Cordier, London, 1903. vol. I, pp. 

101-106. 
(12) P. Pelliot: Notes on Marco Polo I, Paris, 1959, §122 'Caraunas', pp. 183-196. 

(13) J. Aubin: L'Ethnogenese des Qaraunas, Turcica I, 1969, pp. 65-94. 
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of 'Qaraiinas' being used, on the one hand, as the name of a military unit 

of the ilkhanate, and appearing, on the other hand, as rebels in the south 

eastern region of the ilkhanate, indeed, as marauding invaders of that area, 

opposed to the llkhans. This question is not one to be considered simply 

as an episode in Marco Polo's The Description of the World. It should be 

handled as a vital question in the history of the ilkhanate. And I think its 

elucidation can only be possible if we start by arranging and using the 

Persian language material, in particular the Universal History, which is so 

fragmentary and also divergent as to be difficult to deal with. In this way 

Marco Polo's references, once taken together with those of the Universal 

History, should also become somewhat more comprehensible. 

So I now propose to give some discussion to, principally, the references 

in the Universal History in order to find out just who the Qaraiinas were, 

and what significance their variously described activities had in the history of 

ilkhanate. 

CHAPTER I 

As has already been said, the references to the Qaraiinas in the Universal 

History are so fragmentary and also so divergent that it is not possible 

to use them to argue just who the Qaraiinas were. I hope to proceed with 

my ·argument by putting order into these references to the Qaraiinas. 

Section I 

There are two passages in the 'Study of Tribes' in the Universal History 

where we find the expression, Commander of the 10,000 strong body of the 

Qaraiinas (amir-i tumiin-i Qariiuniis). First, in the 'Study of the Mankqiit 
Tribe': ci4 ) 

'Jadai Niiyan,(15 l [commander of the 1,000 strong corps of the Tiiliii 

family, of the Mankqut tribe] lived till the time of Uktai Qaan, and was 

in the service of the persons of the sons of Siirqiiqtani Biki and Tiiliii 

Khan. ( .... ) Among the descendants of Jadai Niiyan in this country 

[ of Iran] there was Mankqudai. He was the father of Qutlughshah 

Niiyan [the powerful amir of Ghazan Khan] and commander of the 1,000 

strong body of the Mankqiit tribe. Mankqudai's brother, Hiilqiitii 

Qurchi, was a guard commander (amir-i kezik) and also became corn-

(14) Rashid 1: pp. 508-509. 

(15) Words in [ ] have been supplied by the writer to render the meaning of the original 
text easier to understand. 
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mander of the 10,000 strong corps of Qara:iinas.' 

Next, in the 'Study of the Ildurkin Tribe': (16) 

'This tribe is a branch of the Suldus. At the time of Jinkkiz Khan, [it] 
fought against -Onk Khan, was defeated, and, on reaching the region of 
[Lake] Baljiuna, sent an envoy to -Onk Khan, and a great many letters 
were given to him. ( .... ) The envoy at this time was named Harqai 
Jiun, a man of this tribe. ( .... ) Hindu Bitikchi, who was commander of 
the 10,000 strong corps of the Qaraunas in the Badghis region of 
Khurasan, in this country [of Iran] was of the same tribe as Harqai 
Jiun and was a descendant of a cousin of his.' 

These two items enable us to know the names of two 'commanders of a 
10,000 strong body of Qaraunas', Hillqutu Qurchi _ and Hindu Bitikchi. 
However, all we learn is that Hindu Bitikchi occupied Badghis region and 
that Hurqutii Qurchi also became a guard commander; on such concrete 
matters as the nature of the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas' or the period 
of their existence, we learn nothing whatever. 

The expression 'commander of a 10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas' ap
pears only in the two passage cited above in the Universal' History, but we 
find the expression, 10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas (tilmiin-i lashkar-i 
Qariiilniis, tumiin-i Qariiuniis), in the various 'main chronicles'. We may 
doubtless suppose that the controller. of this 10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas 
was the 'commander of a 10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas', so I now propose 
to set out the references to the 10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas found in the 
'main chronicles', and see how they can be linked with the two references to 
'commander of a 10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas' found in the 'Study of 
Tribes'. 

First, there is the following fragment in the 'Chronicle of Al;lmad': (17 ) 

l. 'The 10,000 strong corps of Qarauna, which serves the ordu of 
.Abaqa Khan, and is a military unit directly subordinate to Abaqa Khan, 
stationed at Baghdad in winter and Siahkuh in summer .. .' 

We next find, also in the 'Chronicle of Al;lmad, the following account of the 
occasion when Prince Arghun, who had fought with Al).mad Khan in 1284 
and been placed under house arrest in the Khurasan area,· was rescued and 
moved towards .Adherbaijan in order to subjugate Al).mad Khan: (18) 

2. 'When the princes and amir killed Alinaq [a powerful amir of Al).mad 
Khan], they sent the chief official of I~fahan, Bura, to the 10,000 strong 

(16) Rashid 1: pp. 456-457. 
(17) Rashid 2: p. 175. 
(18) Rashid 2: pp. 190-193. 
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corps of Qarauna, which had gone to the Siahkuh area, with the message, 

"make an expedition and the capture Al).mad." (. . . .) When Bura 

reached (the 10,000 strong corps of) Qarauna, they, too, launched an ex

pedition immediately and set off to find AJ::i_mad. ( .... ) «<19) Al,imad, for 

his part went back to his own ordu by way of Sharuyaz, but he was 

captured by Shiktur Nuyan and held in close confinement.» Suddenly 

after that, a unit of the Qarauna arrived, and seized all [Al,imad's] ordu, 

and no trace but ashes was left of the yftrt. Then [the Qarauna] stripped 

[Al).mad's mother] Qutui Kha.tun and [his concubines] Tudai Kha.tun 

and Armani Kha.tun naked, and 2,000 of them were assigned to guard 

Al,imad.' 

We then find the following reference to a contemporary matter in the W a-$-$af 

History: <20 ) 

3. 'When Arghun [who had gone in pursuit of Al,imad Khan] reached 

the neighbourhood of Muslmi, Qaranqai [Qarabuqai in the Universal 

History] and Shiktur, together with a unit of Qaraunas, led out the sultan 

[Al,imad] bound to greet Arghun.' 

We next find, in the 'Chronicle of Ghazan' a passage concerning the time 

when, in 1295, Prince Ghazan and Baidu Khan, moved their armies from 

the Khurasan region to that of .Adherbaijan and confronted one another, and 

finally the amir of the two met and came to an agreement. This reads, in 

part, as follows: <21 ) 

4. 'When the amir [came back from the meeting an.d] submitted the 

proposals from Baidu's side, Ghazan spoke as follows: "If Tughachar 

will also come back, together with the 10,000 strong corps of Qarauna, 

who were inju under the direct control of Arghun Khan, I am prepared 

to wind up these discussions and return [to the Khurasan area]." [There

upon] Baidu replied as follows to the amir [ of Ghazan J who had gone to 

his place: "Prince Ghazan would also doubtless agree that Arghun Khan 

has treated me, too, just like a son of his own [all his life]. Arghun 

Khan has attached amir to each of his sons and established their winter 

quarters. But Tughachar, together with a 10,000 strong corps of Qarauna, 

has always been with me at Baghdad. This has been clearly decided 

by the orders of Arghun Khan and is a settled matter." [On hearing this] 

Ghazan and his amir agreed to it all, and said, "In the matter [of the 

10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas], which has [already] been decided, 

I commit them [to your charge], and myself will return [to the Khurasan 

area]." ( .... ) He then sent greetings, "I am going back by the Siahkuh 

(19) Words in « » are the present writer's summary of the text. 

(20) Tarikh-i Wa,r,raf: p. 136. 

(21) Rashid 2: pp. 291-292. 
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road." Baidu and his amzr were not satisfied [with this]. This was be
cause there were units o.f Qarauna at Siahkuh, and they were afraid that, 
when Ghazan Khan <22 ) passed through the place, these units might 
combine under Ghazan and start another rebellion. Thereupon, [Baidu 
Khan] sent Pu.lad Chinksank with the message, "Ghazan should return 
by the road by which he came."' 

Let us now correlate these four pieces of information as follows: 

1. The 10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas were troops under the direct 
control of Abaqa Khan, with summer quarters at Siahkuh and winter 
quarters at Baghdad, and they were in the service of Abaqa Khan's ordu. 
2, 3. When, in 1284, Prince Arghun was rescued from house arrest in 
the Khurasan area, and went in pursuit of A9-mad Khan in the direction 
of Adherbaijan, the 10,000 strong crops of Qaraunas, which was stationed 
at Siahkuh, cooperated with Arghfm. 
4. The 10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas, which had entered the znju 
under the direct control of Arghiin Khan, went into winter quarters at 
Baghdad together with the amzr Tughachar, and Prince Baidu accom
panied them. In 1295, Prince Gh~izan and Baidu Khan made a treaty, 
and established that the 10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas, together with 
Tughachar, should come under the control of Baidu Khan, and at this 
time this body was stationed at Siahkuh. 

If all this is taken together, I think that one can make the following statement 
about the 10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas: 

'They were originally a body of troops, directly attached to Abaqa Khan, 
with summer quarters at Siahkuh and winter quarters at Baghdad. After 
the death of Abaqa, they cooperated with his son, Arghi.in, and helped in the 
pursuit and subjugation of Al).mad Khan. After the accession of Arghun 
Khan, they entered the znju directly attached to Arghun Khan; they came 
under the command of the amzr, Tughachar, and, as in the previous reign, 
were stationed at Siahkuh or Baghdad, until the time of Baidu Khan. In 
1295, Prince Ghazan and Baidu Khan concluded an agreement, and it was 
decided that this 10,000 strong corps, which had long had close relations with 
Baidu Khan, should come under the command of the latter.' 

Section 2 

The next question concerns the two men mentioned in the items from 
the 'Study of Tribes' quoted above: 'Hulqutu Qurchi, who was a guard 
commander and became also 'commander of a 10,000 strong corps of 

(22) Though the text has 'Ghazan Khan', he had of course not succeeded to the throne at 
this time. 
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Qaraiinas'; and, 'Hindu Bitikchi, commander of a 10,000 strong corps of 
Qaraiinas stationed in the Badghis area of Khurasan'. What was the relation
ship between these commanders of 10,000 strong corps of Qaraiinas' and the 
'10,000 strong corps of Qaraiinas directly attached to the Khan'? 

In this connection, there is the following quotation from the 'Study of 
the Su.nit Tribe', where a 10,000 strong corps and a 1,000 strong unit are 
listed as having joined in Chiirmaghun's Iran expedition, (23 ) which took place 
m 1228 during the regency period of Tului: <24) 

'Another amir [to join Chiirmaghun's expedition] was Chaghatai Kuchek. 
At this time,<25 ) [Jinkkiz Khan's son], Chaghatai died and his name be
came taboo. Since Chaghatai Kiichek was of the Su.nit tribe, he was 
subsequently called Sunitai. He was at first chief of a 1,000 strong unit, 
but on the death of Tughachar's father, Qiitiibiiqa, [the Khan] grante 
him the place. ( .... ) On the death of Sunitai, his place was given to 
Hiilqiitii Qiirchi, the uncle of Qutlughshah, of the Mankqiit tribe. Then, 
in Arghiin's time, the place was given to Tughachar. This was then 
entrusted to Aladii by Ghazan Khan, emperor of Islam.' 

This tells us that, on the occasion of Churmaghun's Iran expedition in 1228, 
in Tiilui's regency period, Sunitai of the Siinit tribe took part as chief of 
1,000 strong unit, and that he was also active as such later at the time of 
Hiilagii's expedition; that on the death of Qiitiibuqa he succeeded to the 
latter's place; that after Sunitai the place was succeeded to by Hulqutu 
Qiirchi of the Mankqut tribe; and that it passed successively, in Arghun 
Khan's reign, to Tughachar, and again, in Ghazan Khan's reign to Ala.du. 

Nothing is said here of what was the place to which Siinitai, chief of a 
1,000 strong unit at the time of Chiirmaghun's expedition, succeeded after 
Qutubuqa. But it is clear that, among the amir cited here, 'Hulqutii Qurchi, 
uncle of Qutlughshah Nuyan of the Mankqut tribe' may be identified with 
'Hiilqutii Qiirchi, brother of Qutlughshah Niiyan's father, Mankqiidai, who 
became a guard commander and chief of a '10,000 corps of Qaraunas' of the 
'Study of the Mankqut Tribe', previously quoted; and that there is identifi
cation between Tughachar who succeeded to the place of Hiilqutil Qilrchi 
in the reign of Arghun Khan' and Tughachar, who was in charge of a 10,000 
strong corps of Qaraunas, who had entered the inju directly attached to 

(23) For the date of Chiinnaghun's Iran expedition, we may refer to the Sheng-wu ch'in
cheng lu ~ff:.tfJffiE~f (Record of Jinkkiz Khan's personal expeditions) (Wang Kuo-wei 
1:~ilt, Meng-ku shih-liao chia-chu ssu-shu ~1=i"5e.ff.~a:~fl-'Four documents for Mon
gol history, with commentary', T'aipei, 1962), p: 201: 
'In the year wu-tzu (1228), the emperor T'ai-tsung (Uktai) consulted with his brother 
(Tuliii), and sent Churmaghiin on another expedition to the western regions.' So we 
know that it started in 1228. 

(24) Rashid 1: pp. 156-157. 
(25) In 1242. 
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Arghun Khan', also previously cited in the 'Chronicle of Ghazan'. There can 
thus be no room for doubt that the account in the 'Study of the Su.nit Tribe' 
records changes in commanders who were 'commanders of 10,000 strong corps 
of Qaraunas directly attached to the Khan', as correlated in Section 1. 

'Study of the Sunit Tribe' 

'Study of the Mankqut Tribe' 

'Chronicle of Ghazan' 

Qutubuqa-sunitai-Hulqutu Qurchi-Tughachar-Aladu 

II 
Hulqutu Qiirchi 

(Commander of 10,000 
strong corps of 

Qaraunas) 

Tughachar 
(Controller of 

10,000 strong corps 
of Qaraunas) 

We thus now know the names and the order of five men who were 
'commanders of 10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas' which were 'directly attached 
to the Khan' and had summer quarters at Siahkuh and winter quarters at 
Baghdad. The name of Hiilqutu Qurchi, cited in the 'Study of the Mankqut 
Tribe', appears, but that of 'Hindu Bitikchi, comander of a '10,000 strong 
corps o_f Qaraunas, stationed in the Badghis area of Khurasan', of the 'Study 
of the Ildurkin Tribe', does not. It is stated that 'the 10,000 strong corps of 
Quaraunas directly attached to the Khan' has summer and winter quarters 
at Siahkuh and Baghdad respectively. But it is also stated that Hindu 
Bitikchi, 'commander of a 10,000 strong corps of Qarafmas', was stationed in 
the Badghis area. This being so, would the 10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas 
under the command of Hindu Bitikchi be quite a different thing from the 
'10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas directly attached to the Khan'? Or might it 
be that Hindu Bitikchi too was one of the commanders of 'the 10,000 strong 
corps of Qaraunas directly attached to the Khan', since it so happens that his 
being stationed in the Badghis area is recorded at the time when the Khan's 
ordu was moved to the Badghis area? 

In order to resolve this problem, it is necessary to collate the dates and 
activities of the five men previously shown to have been 'commanders of the 
10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas directly attached to the Khan' with the date 
and activities of Hindu Bitikchi, investigate the nature of the two 10,000 
strong corps, and ascertain whether or not there is a direct connection between 
them. 

We will start by looking at the five who were commanders of 'the 10,000 
strong corps directly attached to the Khan'. Of them, we know that Tughachar, 
who was said to have become commander of the 10,000 strong corps during 
the reign of Arghun Khan (1284-1291), was also in that position at the time 
when Ghazan fought with Baidu Khan in 1295, from the record, cited above, 
in the 'Chronicle of Ghazan'. However, there is an item pertinent to the 
time at which he became commander of the 10,000 corps in the W a~.yiif 
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History, dealing with events immediately subsequent to AJ::i_mad Khan's 
(1282-1284) accession: <26) 

'[Prince Arghiin] gave Tughachar a drum and a flag and appointed him 
chief of a 10,000 strong corps. Thus the troops of the Qaraunas-who 
had the nature of evil spirits and were not human, there being none 
among the Mongols so ferocious as they-came under the command of 
Tughachar.' 

There is some ground for supposing his appointment to have dated from the 
time of Al,imad Khan. However, according to the 'Chronicle of Al,lmad', 
'"fughachar had been seized by AJ::i_mad Khan's men in Baghdad and im
prisoned in Tabriz before the conflict between Arghun and AJ::i_mad Khan, 
and was liberated after the overthrow of AJ::i_mad Khan by Arghun. <27 ) So 
even if he did become 'commander of the 10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas' 
in AJ::i_mad Khan's reign, one may suppose that he had almost no opportunity 
to exert control over the corps at this period, and that he effectively became 
'commander of a 10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas', as recorded in the 'Study 
of the Sunit Tribe', in Arghun Khan's reign, probably just after his accession. 
However this may be, we would probably do well to regard Tughachar as 
having been in the position of 'commander of a 10,000 strong corps of 
Qaraunas' from round about the accession of Arghun Khan to immediately 
before that of Ghazan Khan. And the period during which Ala.du was in 
the position, in the succeeding reign of Gh~izan Khan, is also quite clear. 
But questions arise as to the dates and activities of Tughachar's three prede
cessors in this appointment. The information concerning them is extremely 
sparse, but happily it proves adequate on the whole. 

First, there is a single item concerning Hulqutu, Tughachar's immediate 
predecessor, in the 'Chronicle of .Abaqa'. This is the following item concern
ing the sequel to the death of Shamus al-Din MuJ::i_ammad Kurt in 676 by 
the Mohammedan calendar (1277-78). He was the head of the Herat house, 
Kurt, c2s) and was arrested and died in prison in Tabriz: <29 ) 

'[On hearing the news of the death of Shamus al-Din MuJ::i_ammad Kurt, 
.Abaqa Khan] spoke as follows: "He's a cunning fellow. It's just possible 
that he's shamming dead in order to escape." So Hulqutii, the amir in 
waiting (amir-i masiis) went out, nailed down the coffin firmly, and 
buried it.' 

(26) Tarikh-i W lllliif: p. 118. 
(27) Rashid 2: p. 178, 193. 
(28) Detailed information on the house of Kurt is to be found in Minobu Honda :2js:S3jl{§', 

'The establishment of the authority of Kurt in Herat -"'- 7 - r (J) 7 ;t.., r i&fl:(J) fJJi:fr, 
(Toyo-shi Kenkyu *U5e.~J'l, 21-2, 1962). 

(29) Rashid 2: p. 150. 
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From this item it emerges that at the end of Abaqa Khan's reign (1277-78), 
Hiilqiitii was personally attendant on the Khan as 'amir-in-waiting'. 

With regard to Hiilqiitii's predecessor, Siinitai, there is an item in the. 
WaHaf History for the time when .Abaqa Khan's, troops, personally led by 
him from the .Adherbaijan region, fought with the Baraq troops from 
Chaghatai Khan's country, which had invaded the Khurasan area: (30 l 

'Sunitai Nii'yan dismounted from his horse, sat on a chair, and spoke as 
follows: "Have I anything to say to each of the soldiers who are going 
to endure the hardships of the field of battle this day? [Nothing. Just 
fight, that is all.] God knows [the destiny] of each one. And so does the 
heart of Chinkiz Khan. Will we not all here prepare to lay down our 
lives in the face of the enemy?" ' 

This tells us that at the time of the Baraq invasion of Khurasan in 1269,, 
Siinitai was active in the heart of A.baqa' s army. It is recorded in the Pure 
Garden( 31 l that Siinitai was 90 years old at this time, and it is certain that 
40 years had passed since he had accompanied Chiirmaghiin at the head of a 
thousand men, so that he must have been of a considerable age at the time 
of the Baraq invasion of Khurasan. 

To continue, with regard to Siinitai's predecessor, Qiitiibiiqa, we find the 
following in the 'Study of the Barin Tribe': (32) 

'The renowned Qiitiibiiqa Niiyan, great amir, son of Tamiiqa Niiyan 
[of the same tribe as Ukar Qalja and Qiitiis Qalja, chiefs of units of one 
thousand men of the house of Tiiliii].' 

We thus learn that he was a powerful amir of the Barin tribe, but no date 
is given. In the 'main chronicles' there is only a single passage concerning 
him, in the 'Chronicle of Abaqa', but this enables us to ascertain his date 
definitely. 

This is the following passage concerning the fighting with the army of 
the country of Qipchaq Khan, one month after the accession of Abaqa Khan 
(1265-1282): (33 ) 

'Prince Yashmut [third son of Hulagu] ( .... ) on the orders [of his elder 
brother A.baqa] marched out to repel Niiqai [of the country of Qipchaq 
Khan]. So he crossed the river Kur and the two armies met at Chaghan 
Muran, known as Aqsu. The two sides deployed their strength and 
fought, with a large number of killed in both armies. Qiitiibuqa, the 
father of Tughachar Aqa fought fiercely in this battle and was finally 
killed.' 

(30) Tiirikh-i Wa.y.yiif: p. 74. 
(31) Mirkhwand: Rau~at aH,afa, 10 vols, Teheran 1960, vol. 5, p. 306. 
(32) Rashid 1: pp. 528-529. 
(33) Rashid 2: pp. 103-104. 
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From this it is clear that Qutubuqa was active in the heart of Abaqa's army, 
and, on the occasion of Qipchaq Khan's army's invasion in 1265, died in battle. 

So, it is clear that Qutiibuqa, Sunitai and Hiilqutu, the three chiefs of 
the 10,000 strong corps, named as the predecessors of Tughachar, were each 
of them in the personal service of Abaqa Khan, were at the heart of his 
armies, participating in important military operations. The period covered 
by the three extends from immediately after .Abaqa Khan's accession in 1265 
to about 1278, thus covering the greater part of Abaqa Khan's reign (1265-
1282). This accords with the statement in the 'Chronicle of Al_imad', 'The 
10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas was a force directly attached to .Abaqa Khan 
and was in the service of Abaqa Khan's ordu.' 

The periods of activity of the five commanders of the '10,000 strong 
corps of Qaraunas directly attached to the Khan' are thus broadly dear, 
while, as has already been stated, the names of their tribes are also clear, 
Qutiibuqa and 'fughachar, father and son, being amzr of the Barin tribe, 
Sunitai of the Su.nit tribe, and Hulqutii Qurchi of the Mankqut tribe. 

As for Ala.du, as will be mentioned later, the name appears as that of 
an amzr of the Tatar tribe in the 'Study of the Tatar Tribe'.( 34l We can now 
set out this information about the five 'commanders of the 10,000 strong 
corps of Qaraunas directly attached to the Khan' as follows: 

I. Qiitubuqa (Barin tribe). At the centre of Abaqa's armies in 1265, died 
in battle with the army of the country of Qipchaq Khan. 

2. Siinitai (Su.nit tribe). Active at the centre of Abaqa's armies in battle 
with the Baraq troops of the country of Chaghatai Khan in 1269. 

3. Hiilqutii Qurchi (Mankqiit tribe). Service on the person of Abaqa Khan 
as 'amir-in-waiting', 1278. 

4. Tughachar (Barin tribe). Activity confirmed from immediately after the 
accession of Arghiin Khan in 1284 until the reign of Baidu Khan in 1295. 

5. Ala.du (Tatar tribe). Took the post of commander of the 10,000 strong 
corps during the reign of Ghazan Khan (1295-1304). 
The foregoing enables us to make the following points: 

A. Qutubiiqa and Tughachar were both amzr of the Barin tribe, and were 
father and son, but the others were all of different tribes. 

B. We know from statements in the 'Study of Tribes'( 35 l that Siinitai, 
Hulqutii Qurchi and 'fughachar all had sons, but the position of com
mander of a 10,000 strong corps did not pass to their sons. 

C. Tughachar, the son of Qiitiibiiqa, did become commander of a 10,000 
strong corps after Qiitiibuqa, but this was about 20 years after his 
father's death in battle, and with two intervening chiefs in the position. 

In short, we can say that the position of 'commander of the 10,000 strong 
(34) Rashid 1: p. 189. 
(35) Rashid 1: p. 157, 509, 529. 
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corps of Qaraunas directly attached to the Khan' was not handed down in 

any particular tribe or family line. 
Then what sort of people were they who occupied the position of com

mander of a 10,000 strong corps? We know from an item in the 'Study of the 

Mankqut Tribe', already cited, that Hulqutu was also a guard commander, 

and another item, also already cited, in the 'Chronicle of .Abaqa' speaks of 

him as 'amzr-in-waiting' to .Abaqa Khan; and it would seem in the first place 

quite correct to regard him as having been also a guard commander of 

.Abaqa Khan. Then we find the following concerning Tughachar in the 
'Chronicle of AJ:.imad': (36) 

Tughachar ( .... ) Qunchaqbal and other personal guards (keziktiin) and 

followers of .Abaq a Khan . . .' 

and this shows that he too was originally in the personal service of Abaqa 

Khan. 
Taking these various matters into consideration, I think we can say 

that, whereas the position of commander of an ordinary 10,000 or 1,000 

strong body, combining the functions of tribal chief and army commander, 

was hereditary, the control over a 10,000 strong body of Qaraunas, which was 

incorporated in the inju directly attached to the Khan, was entrusted to an 

amir-in-waiting to the Khan, and the position was in principle not hereditary. 

In so far as can be judged from the sparse materials, it can be said that the 

commanders of the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas directly attached to the 

Khan', engaged in action in very close collaboration with the Khan; and we 

can find no particular stations for their units apart from Siahkuh and Baghdad, 

previously cited, nor confirm any particular link with the Badghis area. 

Section 3 

As pointed out above, we cannot confirm any particular connection 

between the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas directly attached to the Khan' 

and the Badghis area. But I propose to go on to investigate the date and 

activity of Hindu Bitikchi 'commander of a 10,000 strong corps of Qarafmas' 

stationed in the Badghis area, and discuss the relationship with the '10,000 

strong corps of Qaraunas directly attached to the Khan'. There is no informa

tion whatever about his date in the 'Study of the Ildurkin Tribe' previously 

cited, and it is therefore necessary to rely on information in the 'main 

chronicles' on this point, but the material is sparse. 

First of all, we find the following item in a passage from the 'Chronicle 

of Hulagu' in connection with the attack on Baghdad in 1258: (37 ) 

(36) Rashid 2: p. 175. 
(37) Rashid 2: p. 58. 
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'Powerful persons of the city appeared [before Hiilagu] and begged for 
clemency in the following terms: "Many people are swearing allegiance. 
Please show them kindness. For the Khalifa is sending his sons [as 
hostages] and is proposing to appear himself in his own person." In the 
very middle of this address, an arrow flew into the eye of one of the 
powerful amzr, Hindu Bitikchi. Hulagu Khan was extraordinarily angry 
[about this].' 

It is clear from this passage that in 1258, at the time of the attack on Baghdad, 
Hindu Bitikchi was attendant on the person of Hulagu as one of the powerful 
amir. 

There is next the following passage in the 'Chronicle of Al).mad' giving 
an account of the occasion when, after the death of Abaqa Khan in 1282, 
Al).mad's succession was decided, and Prince Arghun went back to the 
Kh urasan area: c 3s > 

'When [Prince Arghiin] arrived at Mazandaran, Amkachi Niiyan came 
out to welcome him with a unit of ten thousand. Prince Arghun recalled 
Hindu Nuyan, who was on defence duty on the bank of the river Amuya 
with 20,000 troops, (39 ) and he addressed the two of them as follows: 
"When my father was alive, he recalled me, and I therefore set out in 
accordance with his orders, unaccompanied by troops. However, when 
I reached .Adherbaijan, my father was dead, and the decision about the 
throne of the Khan had already been taken. Having no troops, I was 
obliged, inevitably, to agree. If now you, with your powerful swords, 
will recover my father's throne from him [AJ:µnad Khan] who won it, I 
will prove grateful for your exertions" ( .... ) [To this,] Hindu Nuyan 
replied as follows: "The situation is as Your Highness the Prince has 
pronounced, but AJ).mad Khan is one of your superiors.C40) Let Al).mad 
be said to have succeeded to the throne in that area [Adherbaijan], while 
you issue orders in this area [Khurasan]. On the subject of the succession 
to the throne of the Khan, please listen to an old man's words. If AJ).mad 
were to send [troops] in your direction, we, your servants, would be at 
your disposal even unto death."' 

There is here, first of all, no question about the identification of the person 
described as 'Hindu Nuyan at the head of 20,000 on defence on the bank of 
the Amuya river', with 'Hindu Bitikchi, commander of a 10,000 strong corps 
of Qaraunas, stationed in the Badghis area of Khurasan', in the 'Study of the 
Ildurkin Tribe'. The foregoing passage is for 1282, so that 24 years had 
elapsed since Hindu Bitikchi had taken part as a leading amir in the attack 

(38) Rashid 2: pp.175-176. 
(39) Amu Darya, Amu river /m]-Br~
(40) 'aqa' in the original. 
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on Baghdad, and so refers to himself as an 'old man'. 

It is thus clear that Hindu Bitikchi, 'commander of a 10,000 strong 

corps of Qaraunas' was an amir in personal attendance on Hulagu at the time 

of the attack on Baghdad in 1258, and that, immediately after the accession 

of Al:imad Khan in 1282, he was stationed on the bank of the Amuya river 

at the head of 20,000 troops. This year, 1282, is situated between 1278, when 

we know of the activities of Hulqutu Qurchi as the third 'commander of a 

10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas directly attached to the Khan', and the year 

1284, when it is to be supposed that Tughachar took the position of the 

fourth chief of the 10,000 strong corps. It has already been related how in 

1284 Arghun was placed under house arrest by AJ:imad Khan's faction in 

the Khurasan area, and how, when he was rescued, he went in pursuit of 

Al).mad Khan, and the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas directly attached to 

the Khan' cooperated with him, but the name of the commander of the 

corps at this time was not recorded. Even if, according to Wa,$~•iif, Tughachar, 

the fourth commander of the 10,000 strong corps, is held to have been 

commander of the corps in the time of Al_imad Khan, he had been, as already 

related, seized and imprisoned in Tabriz, at the time when Arghun was 

pursuing Al_imad Khan, so he could not have been in command of 'the 10,000 

strong corps of Qaraunas directly attached to the Khan' at this particular 

moment. This being so, it may be that it was Hulqutu Qurchi, the third 

commander of the corps, who was in command of the I 0,000 strong corps 

at this time. But the material is poor, and there is absolutely no proof that 

it was he. On the one hand, as already related, Arghiin, who had returned 

to Khurasan on the accession of AJ::tmad Khan in 1282, requested the coopera

tion of Hindu Bitikchi, chief of the 10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas stationed 

on the bank of the river Amuya, in connection with the overthrow of 

Al_imad Khan, but Hindu Bitikchi said that he should not fight with AJ::tmad 

Khan, and refused the request to cooperate. However, he had sworn that 

'if AJ::tmad Khan led troops against Arghiin, he would be at his disposal even 

unto death'. If this is right then it can be said that there is the possibility 

that the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas directly attached to the Khan', 

stationed at Siahkuh, which cooperated with Arghun in 1284 in his overthrow 

of AJ::tmad Khan, was the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas' led by Hindu 

Bitikchi, and that thus the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas directly attached 

to the Khan' was the same thing as the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraiinas' 

led by Hindu Bitikchi. Next, in order to make it clear whether or not the 

two were the same, I propose to investigate further the '10,000 strong corps 

of Qaraunas' as it appears in the records about 1284, and the activities of 

Hindu Bitikchi. 

In 1284, Prince Arghun had a skirmish with the advance guard of Al_imad 

Khan's army in the Abhar area, after which he fled to the Khurasan area, 

but he was eventually pursued and seized by AJ::tmad Khan's main body, and 
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placed under house arrest. However, through the treachery of AJ::imad Khan's 
powerful amir Buqa, he escaped and went in pursuit of Al).mad Khan. As 
has already been related, the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas directly attached 
to the Khan', stationed at this time at Siahkuh, cooperated with Arghun, but 
we find the following account, in the 'Chronicle of AJ::imad' of what occurred 
immediately before Arghun's engagement with AJ::imad Khan's advance guard 
in the Abhar area, three or four months previously: C41 l 

'Arghun sent an emissary to Nauruz [son of Arghun Aqa] saying, "Come 
after me with the 10,000 Qarauna troops which are under your command," 
and requested Hindu Nuyan [to set out], with the [Qarauna] troops.' 

From this passage we learn that, in accordance with the agreement of 1282, 
Arghun was requesting Hindu Bitikchi, 'commander of the 10,000 strong 
corps of Qaraunas' to set his troops in motion on the occasion of the advance 
of A]:imad Khan's troops. And, again, we learn that Nauriiz, son of Arghun 
Aqa, 'Governor-General of Khurasan' at the time of Hulagu's expedition, 
was also in command of a '10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas'. 

After the skirmish with Al).mad Khan's advance guard in the Abhar 
area, Arghiin's troops went eastwards; the 'Chronicle of Al).mad' is once more 
the source for what happened when they reached the Rei area, in the follow
ing passage: c42 l 

'[Arghun] reflected, "If, when our troops reach their garrison or en
campment, the Qarauna troops come and join us from their place, then 
we would fight Al).mad's army at Kalpush above Jajaram, even if it came 
on us from the rear. If we can succeed in this fashion, why should we 
leave our horses resting at home?" And he withdrew [eastwards]. When 
he reached Damghan, he could see no sign of the Qarauna [troops]. 
This was because on the way [the Qarauna] had heard that Arghun's 
troops had been defeated, and they had, therefore, returned, and 
plundered on the way.' 

There is also the following passage concerning the events of this same time 
in the Wa~iif History: C43 ) 

'The troops of the Qaraunas arrived at that time, but, when they learnt 
of the prince's situation [Arghun's defeat], they returned. They then 
began on their customary atrocities, destroying and looting with great 
ferocity. They set fire to the Damghan area and ravaged it.' 

It is not clear from these sources whether the Qaraunas troops who did not 

(41) Rashid 2: p. 180. 
(42) Rashid 2: pp. 181-182. 
(43) Tiirikh-i WaHiif: p. 129. 
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cooperate with Arghun at Damghan and withdrew, ravaging the country,' 

were those under the command of Hindu Bitikchi or under that of N aunlz, 

but it is quite certain that there were 'Qaraunas troops' who did not respond 

to Arghun's request for cooperation. It is not clear from these sources alone 

whether the 'Qaraunas troops', who withdrew from Damghan ravaging the 

country, were those under the command of Hindu Bitikchi or under that of 

Nauruz, but there is a passage in the 'Chronicle of A}:imad', a little later than 

that about the ravages of the 'Qaraiinas troops' at Damghan, in which it is 

recorded that Nauriiz coordinated his actions with Arghun.(44) So I think 

that the 'Qaraunas troops' who ravaged at Damghan and withdrew, without 

cooperating with Arghun, were probably not the Qaraunas troops led by 

N auruz. It follows that the Qaraunas troops who ravaged Damghan and 

withdrew, without cooperating with Arghun, may be regarded as those under 

the command of Hindu Bitikchi. There is supporting material for this in 

the Heriit Records. 

According to the Heriit Records, 'In 1284, Hindu Nuyan killed Taitimur, 

commander of a 10,000 strong corps backed up by Arghun's influence. He 

was pursued by the amir stationed at Badghis and fled to the city of Khaisar 

in Herat, but he was captured in 1285, and handed over to Arghun Khan'.( 45 ) 

This was just at the time, in 1284, of the accession of Arghun, who had 

narrowly managed to win his victory over A}:imad Khan with the treacherous 

complicity of Buqa. So it is not difficult to imagine how distressing was the 

position of Hindu Nuyan, who, going back on his previous agreement on 

the occasion of A}:imad Khan's march to Khurasan, had failed to respond to 

the request for cooperation, and plundered Ramadan. He had become an 

enemy of Taitimiir, commander of the 10,000 strong corps backed up by 

Arghiin's influence and killed him, and had then been pursued by the amir 

stationed ,:i.t Badghis, fled to Herat, been finally captured and handed over 

to Arghun; all this in 1284, so we can probably trace back his going back 

on his previous agreement and failing to cooperate with Arghiin, in the 

conflict between A}:imad Khan and Arghun in that ye;rr. That is to say, 

Hindu Bitikchi, commander of a '10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas' stationed 

at Badghis, went back on his agreement in the conflict between Al:imad Khan 

and Arghun in 1284, not only failed to cooperate but proceeded to plunder; 

therefore, it was after Arghun Khan's accession that he fled to Herat and was 

captured in 1285. It has already been related how the '10,000 strong corps 

of Qaraunas directly attached to the Khan', stationed at Siahkuh, cooperated 

with Arghun in 1284, when he had escaped from house arrest and was pur

suing A}:imad Khan, so whatever may be the connection between the '10,000 

strong corps of Qaraunas directly attached to the Khan' and the '10,000 

(44) Rasihd 2: pp. 184-185. 

(45) Saifi: Tarikh-i Nama-i Herat, ed. by MuI:iammad Zubair al-Siddiqi, Calcutta, 1944,

pp. 376-378. 
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strong corps of Qaraunas' led by Hindu Bitikchi, it is at any rate probably 
safe to say that they were different things. 

It should be possible to provide further support for this fact by elucidat
ing the topographical relationship between Siahkuh and Baghdad, where the 
'10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas directly attached to the Khan' was stationed, 
and the Badghis area and the bank of the Amuya where Hindu Bitikchi was 
stationed. There is no question about· Baghdad, but it is not possible to 
make a definite identification for Siahkuh. However, an approximation may 
be made. As has already been related, when, after escaping from house 
arrest, Arghun went after AJ;unad Khan from Khurasan in the direction of 
.Adherbaijan, and arrived at Rei, Eura, the chief officer (shalJ,na) of l~fahan 
was sent to recall the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas', which was stationed 
at Siahkuk. This means that Siahkuh was somewhere west of Rei, and we 
may perhaps guess from the name that it was in hilly country suitable for 
pastoral nomads. <46 ) 

There are one or two other items bearing on this. The 'Chronicle of 
A]:_imad' makes the following statement in its account of Arghun on his way 
back from Adherbaijan to Khurasan after Al:imad Khan's accession in 1282: <47 ) 

'[Arghun] sent a messenger to Ramadan when he struck his camp at 
Siahkuh.' 

And the 'Chronicle of Hulagu' states as follows: (48 ) 

'[Hulagu] arrived in the Ramadan area, and ended his journey at 
Siahkuh.' 

These items suggest that Siahkuh was a halting place on the way back from 
.Adherbaijan to Khurasan and not so very far from the Ramadan area. 

A further point that has already been mentioned is this: when, in 1295, 
Ghazan, who had concluded an agreement with Baidu Khan, was about to 
go back to the Khurasan area, he informed Baidu Khan that his return route 
would go by Siahkuh; and Baidu Khan and his amir, afraid that Ghazan 
might join up with the 'units of Qaraunas stationed at Siahkuh', sent the 
order, 'you are to return by the way you came.' According to the 'Chronicle 
of Ghazan', his outward journey on this occasion had been, from the Khurasan 
area--+Damghan-Semnan--+ Firuzkuh _;Teheran-. Qazvin-. Qunqunllank--+ 
Sefidrud. <49

) Siahkuh may be regarded as having been a halting place 
on the return route from Adherbaijan to Khurasan and located away from 
Ghazan's outward route, above, and our previous identification should be 

(46) 'Siahkiih' means 'black mountain' in Persian. 
(47) Rashid 2: p. 170. 
(48) Rashid 2: p. 64. 
(49) Rashid 2: pp. 286-288. 
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considered about right. <50) In short, we have reason to believe that Siahkuh 
was a considerable distance from the Badghis area of Khurasan and the bank 
of the Amuya river. 

When, in 1284, Arghun recalled the 10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas of 
Hindu Bitikchi or Nauruz, he advanced eastwards from Abhar, as already 
related, passed through Rei and arrived at Damghan, but his arrival at 
Damghan was after the 'Qaraiinas troops' had already withdrawn thence. 
If we consider in what direction they went after their withdrawal from 
Damghan so as not to encounter Arghun's troops who had moved from the 
west, the Khurasan area is the only possibility. In short, the 'Qaraiinas 
troops' who withdrew without cooperating with Arghun, were the Qaraunas 
troops stationed in the Khurasan area, and these as has emerged from our 
previous investigations were the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraiinas' led by 
Hindu Bitikchi. It is now possible to state definitely that the '10,000 strong 
corps of Qaraunas in the Khurasan area', commanded by Hindu Bitikchi 
or N auriiz, and the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas directly attached to the 
Khan' were different bodies. 

CHAPTER II 

Section 1 

Our investigations in the previous chapter have demonstrated the ex
istence, at least during the reign of Al).mad Khan (1282-1284), of the '10,000 
strong corps of Qaraunas in the Khurasan area' commanded respectively by 
Hindu Bitikchi and Nauruz, distinct from the '10,000 strong corps of 
Qaraunas directly attached to the Khan.' As already related, Hindu Bitikchi 
was already a powerful amir in personal attendance on Hulagii at the time 
of the attack on Baghdad in 1258, and may we not suppose that he gained 
the position of commander of a 10,000 strong corps somewhat before 1282, 
when we know him to have been stationed on the bank of the Amuya river? 
Nauruz's father, Arghun Aqa, who was 'governor of Khurasan' at the time 
of Hulagu's expedition, was in the Khurasan area until his death in 1275 
in the neighbourhood of Tus,< 51 ) and may we not suppose that the '10,000 
strong corps of Qaraunas', which was under the command of Nauriiz in 
1284, had formerly been under the command of his father, Arghun Aqa? 
However, the expression, '10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas' is nowhere to be 

(50) Professor Minobu Honda, in his 'Iruhan no Toei-chi, Kaei-chi 1 ;t.,.1" "1/0),%~±-t[ff]f±-fu' 
(The Winter and Summer Quarters of the ilkhans) (Toyo-shi Kenkyii, 34-4, 1976, p. 90) 
locates Siakhiih between Ramadan and Maragha, and I propose to follow him. 

(51) Rashid 2: p. 143. 
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found, apart from the references cited from the 'Chronicle of Al).mad' in 
the previous chapter, in any of the preceding 'main chronicles'. It is therefore 
impossible to ascertain directly from the 'main chronicles' either the origin 
of the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraiinas in the Khurasan area' or their relation
ship with the '10,000 strong corps of Qarafmas directly attached to the Khan'. 
Our sole clue to this question lies in a fragmentary item in the 'Chronicle 
of Ghazan' concerning Ala.du, who became commander of the '10,000 strong 
corps of Qaraunas directly attached to the Khan', in the reign of Ghazan. 
This gives the following account of events immediately after the rebellion, 
in 1289 in the reign of Arghun Khan, of N auruz against Prince Ghazan, who 
was responsible for the Khurasan area at the time: (52 ) 

'Two days before N auruz did battle with Ghazan, the amir Aladu and 
many amir of the Qaraunas attacked the houses of N auruz and plundered 
them all ( .... ) After this plundering, [the Qaraiinas amir], in their 
customary way, split up into two or three groups and parted from 
Ala.du, some of them joining Nauruz, others going to their own houses 
where they started revolts and riots. When Ala.du saw that they were 
scattered in all directions, he moved his own residence to Dara-i Makhkam 
in the Badghis area, and came and ranged himself under Ghazan. Ghazan 
largely rewarded his upright conduct.' 

As has already been said, Aladu became commander of the '10,000 strong 
corps of Qaraunas directly attached to the Khan' in Ghazan's reign, that is 
to say, after his accession in 1295, so that it goes without saying that the 
Qaraunas troops led by Ala.du in the Badghis area in 1289, which appear in 
the above quotation from the 'Chronicle of Ghazan', were different from the 
'10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas directly attached to the Khan'. In short, 
according to the above item, there was already a link between Aladu and 
Qaraunas troops in the Khurasan area before Ala.du became commander of 
the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas directly attached to the Khan', after 
the accession of Ghazan. Thus the Badghis area, which was Aladu's place 
of residence at this time, was a place already deeply connected with the 
'10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas in the Khurasan area', which was, as already 
mentioned, commanded by Hindu Bitikchi. I£ this be accepted we may think 
as follows: 'Ala.du took command of the Qaraunas troops in the Badghis area, 
in the place of Hindu Nuyan [Hindu Bitikchi], who, at the beginning of 
the reign of Arghun Khan killed TaHimur, commander of a 10,000 strong 
corps, fled to Herat, was captured in 1285 and handed over to Arghun Khan.' 
But there is also the following account of the amir proceeding against Hindu 
Nuyan in the Heriit Records already quoted: (53 ) 

(52) Rashid 2: p. 264. 
(53) Tiirikh-i Nama-i Heriit: p. 377. 
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'The amir Ala.du Nuyan, Jardu and Danqara, stationed at Badghis were 
to attack Hindu N uyan, and so coordinated their forces.' 

And this shows that Aladu was in the Badghis area before Hindu Nuyan 
had fled to Herat and been captured. In fact, may we not suppose that 
Ala.du had close connections with the Qaraunas troops in the Badghis area 
before the downfall of Hindu N uyan 

Next, in the year 671 of the Mohammedan calendar (1272-3), Abaqa 
Khan was informed of the attack on Bukhara by the army of the country of 
Chaghatai Khan, and we find the following in the account in the 'Chronicle 
of Aba.qa.' of the countermeasures taken at the time: (54 > 

'In 671, .Abaqa Khan designated Isudar Ughul, who had succeeded Tubsin 
Ughiil in responsibility for Khurasan, to go to Bukhara, and ordered 
him: 'If the inhabitants of Bukhara are satisfied with leaving their native 
places and transferring to Khurasan, do not attack them. If otherwise, 
ravage Bukhara.' He then gave ten thousand [troops] to Nikpai Bahadur, 
Chardu and Ala.du, and despatched them to Isudar's command.' 

This statement enables us to know that, about 1272, Aladii, who was in the 
Khurasan area, was sent to Bukhara on the orders of Abaqa Khan. But just 
who were Nikpai Bahadur and Chardu who went with Aladu, and what sort 
of troops were these 10,000 at the head of whom they set out? 

First, there is the following item in the 'Study of the Qunqirat Tribe' 
concerning Nikpai Bahadur: (55> 

'In the time of Jinkkiz Khan, there was another amir [ of the Quinqirat 
tribe]. His name was Tuquchar. ( .... ) Among the amir in this country 
of [Iran] was Nikpai Bahadur, commander of a 1,000 strong unit of 
Qaraunas (amir-i hazare-i Qariiiiniis), stationed in the Badghfa area, and 
he was Tuquchar's grandson.' 

From this it is clear that the Nikpai Bahadur, who accompanied Ala.du, was 
a 'commander of a 1,000 strong unit of Qaraiinas, and, like Hindu Bitikchi, 
'commander of a 10,000 strong corps of Qaraiinas in the Khurasan area', was 
stationed in the Badghis area. 

As regards Chardu, who accompanied Ala.du and Nikpai Bahadur, we 
kf!:OW, first of all, from a passage of the Herat Records previously quoted, 
that in 1284, immediately after the accession of Arghun Khan, he was 
stationed in the Badghis area, and, together with A.la.du, put down Hindu 
Nuyan, (Bitikchi) 'commander of a 10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas in the 
Khurasan area', who had revolted against Arghun Khan; then there is the 

(54) Rashid 2: pp. 140-141. 
(55) Rashid I: pp. 397-398. 
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following passage in the 'Chronicle of Ghazan', recounting the events immedi

ately after N aunlz, who in 1289 had raised a rebellion against Prince Ghazan, 

sent, in 1294, Satalmish, who was under his command, to announce his return 

to allegiance: (56 ) 

'Nauruz's brother, I:Iaji, and Chardu Bahadur's son, Anjil, came from 

N auruz, and [said] the same words as Satalmish. Ghazan was sympathetic, 

and went from there towards the Sarkhas area.' 

This passage seems to tell us that Chardu Bahadur's son, Anjil, was under 

Nauruz, commander of a '10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas in the Khurasan 

area'. 

To sum, up, we learn the following facts from all this: that Nikpai 

Bahadur, one of the amir despatched about 1272 by order of Abaqa Khan, 

was 'commander of a 1,000 strong unit of Qaraunas', and was stationed in 

the Badghis area, like Hindu Bitikchi, 'commander of a corps of 10,000 

Qaraunas in the Khurasan area'; that Ala.du was stationed in the Badghis 

area in 1284, and that, still stationed in that area in 1289, he acted in 

concert with Qaraunas units; that Chardu Bahadur was stationed in the 

Badghis area in 1284; and that his son, Anjil, was, in 1294, under the leader

ship of Nauruz, who commanded a '10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas in the 

Khurasan area'. In short, it becomes clear that there was a connection with 

Qaraunas troops in the Badghis area of Khurasan. 

It would seem to follow with certitude from consideration of these facts 

that the troops who went to Bukhara in about 1272 under the command of 

Nikpai Bahadur, Ala.du and Chardu, were Qaraunas troops. In short, we 

know that Ala.du was at the head of Qara:iinas troops in the Badghis area 

in about 1289; so that it was not after the subjugation of Hindu Bitikchi, 

'commander of a 10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas in the Khurasan area' that 

he first commanded Qaraiinas troops, but he was already commanding them 

somewhat earlier, in about 1272. It does seem as if we may consider Ala.du 

and Chardii to have been, like Nikpai Bahadur, amir of the grade of 'com

mander of a 1,000 strong unit of Qaraunas'; and it also seems virtually 

certain that the three of them had been incorporated in the '10,000 strong 

corps of Qaraunas in the Khurasan area' under the command of Hindu 

Bitikchi, or in the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas in the Khurasan. area' 

under the command of Naiiriiz [or his father, Arghun Aqa]. Which means, 

in other words that the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas in the Khurasan 

area' had already been in existence in about 1272. 

(56) Rashid 2: p. 283. 
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Section 2 

It was made clear in the previous section that the '10,000 strong corps 
of Qaraiinas in the Khurasan area', under the command of Hindu Bitikchi 
or Naiiriiz, existed about 1272 in the reign of .Abaqa Khan. But the latest 
reference we find to the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraiinas in the Khurasan 
area' is that already quoted from the 'Chronicle of Al;i.mad' concerning the 
struggle for the accession to the Khanate between Arghiin and A]:imad Khan, 
and no further mention appears in the subsequent 'main chronicles'. However, 
there is a portion of the first half of the second chapter of the 'Chronicle 
of Ghazan', which gives a detailed record of the situation in the Khurasan 
area from the time of Naiiriiz's rebellion in 1289 to that of Ghazan's accession 
in 1295; and there frequently appear fragmentary references to the rebellious 
and marauding activities of bands of Qaraiinas in the Khurasan area. 

In the preceding section we quoted the passage which stated, 'Immediately 
after Nauriiz's rebellion, Aladii led the Qaraiinas amir in attacking Naiiriiz's 
household, after which the Qaraiinas amir split up into small bands and 
acted independently.' Immediately after these events, there is the following 
account of the time when reinforcements reached Ghazan, having deserted 
Argh iin Khan: ( 57 l 

'N aiiriiz learnt that troops [to relieve Ghazan] were arnvmg from the 
region of 'Iraq, and intending to place themselves under him, so he 
sent his household and other followers to the Herat region, and himself 
advanced as far as J armaqan. Then, seeing resistance was impossible, 
he withdrew. [Ghazan's] superior force advanced as far as the Jam 
area in pursuit of N aiiriiz. Then, at the Khar Sarai, which is above Jam, 
Uljaitii returned to the allegiance [of Ghazan] along with Tamaji, son 
of Yakibidiin, who was one of the many Qaraiina and followers of 
Naiiriiz.' 

Continuing the above passage, we have the following account of the oc
casion when, after Nauriiz's flight, Ghazan recalled Prince Kinshfr,(58) who 
had been associated with Nauriiz: (59) 

'In order to recall Kinshii and his great ordu, Ghazan sent amir to 
Badghis. Kinshii understood, and passed through the mountains of Ghiir 
and Ghurjistan, with his wives and followers. He then brought [ under 
Ghazan] the amir of the great ordu and Takna and the troops of Qaraiina 
who were with them, sweeping away all their camps.' 

(57) Rashid 2: pp. 264-265. 
(58) Son of Hulagu's second son, Jumqur. Bound to Nauruz through marriage ties. Rashid 

2: pp. 258-259. 
(59) Rashid 2: p. 265. 
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These items concern the submission to Ghazan of Qaraiinas who had been 

under Naiiriiz or Prince K1nshii resisting Ghazan in the Khurasan area. Then 

there is this account of the return, in 1290, from the allegiance of Arghiin 
Khan, of the reinforcements, leaving a part of them behind: (60) 

'That summer many Qaraima revolted and advanced to J uvain. Their 

commander was Danishmand Bahadur and they plundered. [In the face 

of this, Ghazan] appointed the amzr Miilai [to lead an expedition] to 

drive them back.' 

There is only one other passage in the rest of the 'Chronicle of Ghazan' 
where Danishmand Bahadur, the commander of Qaraiinas troops, mentioned 
here, appears. 

This is in the account of the time when Naiiriiz, who had temporarily 
submitted to Ghazan, was defeated by Ghazan in 1297 and fled to the Herat 
region: (61 ) 

'A man called Danishmand, commander of a 1,000 strong unit under 

Naiiriiz, returned to the allegiance [of Ghazan]. The amir Qutlughshah 
set out [to pursue Naiiriiz] with him as advance guard. [Naiiruz's younger 

brother] Ufratai Ghazan went out to Nishapiir, and told Nauriiz of the 

arrival of [Ghazan's] troops. Naurilz struck his camp there, and en
countered Danishmand Bahadur's troops at the yam staging post, where 

they fought. Danishmand Bahadur's force was inferior, but N ailriiz 
was defeated and fled with a few men.' 

It is dear from this that in 1297, after Ghazan's accession, Danishmand 

Bahadur had been under Naiiriiz. We may suppose that he had been serving 

Naiin1z before this time, and it would seem almost certain that the Qaraunas 

troops that he brought with him in 1290 would have been troops that had 
been under Naun1z. 

Let us now look at the Qaraunas in the Khurasan area, carrying on from 

the time of Nauruz's rebellion. There is another passage for the year 1290, 

like the previous one, as follows: (62) 

'That winter many Qaraiina raised a rebellion in the Sarkhas area, and 

moved to the Merv area. The holy banner [ of Ghazan] was moved to 
the Dara-i Margha area, and Ala.du Nuyan was despatched to punish 

them and bring them back to allegiance.' 

It is not clear what amzr was at the head of the Qaraunas troops mentioned 

here, but we can tell that they were a different band of Qaraunas from those 

(60) Rashid 2: p. 267. 
(61) Rashid 2: p. 319. 
(62) Rashid 2: pp. 267-268. 
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so far cited in this section, and that they were opposed to Ghazan. 
Thus, according to the foregoing, after N auriiz had raised his rebellion 

in 1289, some Qaraiinas followed Nauruz, and some followed Prince Kinshu, 
who was associated with Naiiruz. And if, among these, there were some who 
came and submitted to Ghazan, there were also some who were opposed to 
him. Then again, there were bands of Qaraunas apart from these who opposed 
Ghazan, while, from the time of .Abaqa Khan, there were such troops of 
Qaraunas as those led by Ala.du, who were active in Ghazan's service. In 
short, one finds no unified body of a '10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas in the 
Khurasan area' after N auriiz raised his rebellion; one only finds small bodies 
of Qaraunas in constantly changing groupings. 

In the 'main chronicles' prior to the 'Chronicle of Ghazan', we find no 
names of amir leading these small bands of Qaraunas apart from that of 
Ala.du, but they must all have originally been in the '10,000 strong corps of 
Qaraunas in the Khurasan area', under the command of Nauruz or Hindu 
Bitikchi. In which case from what period did the '10,000 strong corps of 
Qaraiinas in the Khurasan area' begin to disband? 

We find the following passage in the 'Chronicle of Al_imad', of the time 
of rivalry between Arghiin and AJ:imad Khan for the succession to the Khanate, 
about the events immediately after Arghun's capture by AJ:.imad Khan's troops 
and his house arrest: (63 ) 

'[Al_imad Khan] killed -Ortimur Qushchi, Nikpai Qushchi and his brother, 
Qiijar Akhtachi on suspicion of siding with Arghun.' 

Here, Nikpai Qushchi, who is said to have been, 'killed by Al_imad Khan be
cause he was attached to Arghun', is identical with the previously mentioned 
Nikpai Bahadur, 'commander of a 1,000 strong unit of Qaraunas'. When the 
commander of a 10,000 strong corps or the commander of a 1,000 strong 
unit was executed for a criminal offence, it was usual for the unit to be dis
banded and redistributed, and we may suppose that part of the '10,000 strong 
corps of Qaraunas in the Khurasan area' had already begun to be disbanded 
from the time of Arghun and Al_imad Khan's dispute for the succession to 
the khanate in 1284. Further Hindu Bitikchi seems to be the reverse case of 
Nikpai Bahadur; he went back on his agreement and failed to cooperate 
with Arghfm, and, in addition, killed a powerful amir of Arghun; he was 
captured in 1285 very soon after Arghun's accession, and there is no sub
sequent mention of his '10,000 strong corps', which was presumably dis
banded precisely on his capture. 

In short, the disbandment of the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas in the 
Khurasan area' started in 1284, being closely bound up with the struggle 
between Arghun and A}:i.mad Khan for the succession to the khanate. Then 

(63) Rashid 2: p. 186. 
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Naiiriiz raised his rebellion in connection with political rivalries in .Adher
baijan in 1289, and in the course of it two '10,000 strong corps of Qaraiinas 
in the Khurasan area' split up into bands of small units, and, as we saw in 
the quotation from the 'Chronicle of Ghazan', quoted above, engaged in 
independent activities, rebelling and plundering. But later, in 1294, we see 
from certain items in the 'Chronicle of Ghazan', how, when N aiiriiz sub
mitted to Ghazan, a number also of these bands of Qaraunas, split into these 
small units, submitted to Ghazan: (64 ) 

or, 

'The amir of the Qaraiina troops-that is to say, Tughai and others
came to join Ghazan.' 

'Resistance became perilous, and, in the area of Sakht-i MaJ::i_kam, many 
Qar§.iina troops, who had entreated permission to surrender, came to 
Ghazan.'( 65) 

In the foregoing, we have investigated the matter of the '10,000 strong corps 
of Qaraiinas in the Khurasan area' from extremely fragmentary material. 
If we put together what we have learned in Sections I and 2, we may sum
marise the results as follows: 'We have confirmed the existence of the '10,000 
strong corps of Qaraiinas in the Khurasan area' at least as early as 1272, and 
we have found their origin in the reign of .Abaqa Khan, like that of the 
'10,000 strong corps of Qaraiinas directly attached to the Khan', but we 
have found no special attachment to the Khan. In 1285, Hindu Bitikchi, 
commander of a 10,000 strong corps, who rebelled against Arghiin, was 
captured, and also, in 1289, Naiiriiz raised a rebellion against Ghazan. In 
the course of these events, the 10,000 strong corps broke up into small bands, 
and these eventually came to surrender to the authority of Prince Ghazan 
who had been in charge of the Khurasan area.' 

CHAPTER III 

Section I 

So far, we have been dealing with the nature and vicissitudes of the 
'10,000 strong corps of Qaraiinas directly attached to the Khan', garrisoned at 
Siahkiih and Baghdad as summer and winter quarters respectively, and the 
'10,000 strong corps of Qaraiinas in the Khurasan area'. There are other 
references to the Qara:iinas in the Universal History, with which we will 
now deal. 

(64) Rashid 2: p. 284. 
(65) Rashid 2: p. 285. 
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There is, first, the following pasage in the 'Chronicle of Ghazan': (66 l 

'In 678 (1279-1280), Abaqa Khan went towards the Khurasan area in 
order to repel the Qara:una troops who were ravaging the Fars area, 
and he joined Bulghan Kha.tun and Ghazan with him in his advance. 
Arghun Khan (67 l came out to welcome him, and joined him at 

Semnan. ( .... ) A.baqa went towards Kitujam and Herat, and sent Arghun 

Khan (68 l out to the Ghur-Gharja region in order to repel the Qarauna.' 

Next, there is the following passage in the 'Chronicle of Chaghatai' about 
Prince Yasar Ughu.1( 69 l of the house of Chaghatai, who was executed for 
joining Al,imad Khan's side, on the occasion of the struggle for the succession 
to the khanate between Arghiin and Al_imad Khan: (70l 

'In the year that Abaqa Khan went off to Herat in order to repel the 
Qaraunas, Yasar, the third son [of Yisutiia] returned to allegiance in 

that place [Iran, llkhanate] .' 

Then there is the following passage m the 'Chronicle of Abaqa': (71 l 

'On the 14th day of the 1st Rabi 'month of that year [678 of the 
Mohammedan calendar], Abaqa Khan went to the town of Herat. On 

the last day of [that] month, amzr of the Qarftuna came to return to 

their allegiance.' 

These three fragmentary accounts show that, in the year 678 of the 
Mohammedan calendar (1279-1280), Abaqa Khan made an expedition to 
subdue the Qaraunas who were raiding the Fars; that he sent his son, Arghun, 

who was in the Khurasan area, against them, as a result of which the 
Qaraunas amir came to surrender to A.baqa Khan in Herat. 

If the nucleus of the Qaraunas, who came to surrender at this time, was 

formed by any of the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraiinas' investigated in chapters 
I and II, the question becomes fairly simple. However, it emerged clearly 

from what has already been said that the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas 

directly attached to the Khan' was in existence in 1265, immediately after 
.Abaqa Khan's accession, and also that the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas 

in the Khurasan area' was in existence at least in 1272. That is to say, we 

can see that both the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas' were in existence from 

before the year 678 (1279-1280) when A.baqa Khan sent his son, Arghun, to 

(66) Rashid 2: p. 252. 
(67) Though the text has 'Arghiin Khan', he had of course not succeeded to the throne at 

this time. 

(68) See preceding note. 
(69) Third son of Yisiitua, who was third son of Miiatiikan, who was second son of Chaghatai. 

Rashid 3: pp. 168-169. 
(70) Rashid 3: pp. 168-169. 
(71) Rashid 2: p. 153. 
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subdue Qaraunas. If we accept this, then we may suppose that there was 
indeed some relationship between the 'Qaraunas who were raiding the Fars 
area' and the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas directly attached to the Khan' 
or the '100,00 strong corps of Qaraunas in the Khurasan area', but there was 
no direct link. 

Section 2 

There are absolutely no other references in the Universal History, apart 
from those cited in the previous section, to the 'Qaraunas who were raiding 
the Fars area'. But Marco Polo, in The Description of the World) has a 
deeply interesting passage about Caraunas robbers on the south eastern
borders of the Ilkhanate. 

At the beginning of 1270, Marco Polo was proceeding from Kirman in 
the direction of Hurmuz, on his way to the Yuan court, and the following 
passage belongs to that time: (72 > 

'And in this plain are several cities & villages and towns which have the 
ramparts of earth high and thick and high towers to defend them from 
their enemies the people called Caraunas who are there in plenty; these 
are a most cruel & wicked race and robbers who go scouring the land 
& doing great harm. And why are they called Caraunas, which means 
to say as much as guasmul or mongrels in our tongue? Because long ago 
their mothers were Indian and their fathers Tartars (Mongols). And 
these people when they wish to scour the whole land and to rob, they 
make the whole day become dark like a dark night by their enchantments 
and by devilish work, so that one does not see far or hardly at all, and 
one hardly see his comrade at his side. And this darkness they make 
from distant places to last seven days journeys in length through that 
plain so that men cannot protect themselves from them. And then they 
who know the country very well, they ride through that plain silent & 
one very close beside the other when they have made the darkness; and 
they are sometimes quite ten thousand in a company, and sometimes 
more, and sometimes less, and are divided in many parts, so that they 
make so long a line that they seize the whole plain from which they 
wish to rob, so that all those whom they find on the plains outside town 
or castle cannot escape them, ne~ther men nor women nor beasts nor 
things, without being taken. And it is true that when they have taken 
the men, they kill all the old without any pity, & the young & the women 
they take & sell them in other places for serfs & for slaves, so that they 
greatly destroy the land & have made it almost all desert. These have a 
king, & their king is called Negodar, a man of very great spirit. And thi& 

(72) A. C. Moule & P. Pelliot, op. cit., vol. 1, pp. 121-122. 
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Negodar once went to the court of Ciagatai, lord of a noble province, 
who was own brother to the great Kaan with quite ten thousand horse

men of his people and stayed with him for some time because he was 
his uncle and a very great lord. And while he stayed with him then 

that Negodar thought to himself and did a very great crime, and I will 
tell you how. He seduced ten thousand armed men of the best brigade 

which Ciagatai had, and one day he left his uncle Ciagatai who was in 
Great Armenie and fled away with quite ten thousand horsemen of his 

people who were very cruel and wicked, and with these twenty thousand 
valiant & brave men he passed thence through Badascian (Badakhshan) 
and through a second province which is called Pasciai and through 

another province which has for name Chescemir (Kashmir), and there 
he lost many of his people and of his animals because the ways were 
narrow and bad. And when they have taken all these provinces they 

enter into Indie in the borders of a province which is called Dilivar. 

They take by storm a very noble city which also has Dilivar for name, 
and he stays in that city and stopped with his army, and took the 
kingdom, which he took from a king who was of that province who 
had Asidin Soldan as name, who was very great and rich. For he came 
upon him at unawares. And there he began to reign at rest. And the 
white Tartars (Mongols) began to mix with the Indian women who 
were black, and begat sons of them who were called Caraunas, that is, 
in their language, mixed; and these are they who go scouring through 
the country of Reobar and through each other country as best they 
can. And when they came into Dilivar they learned the magical and 
devilish arts with which they make darkness come and hide the daylight, 
so that unless one is near the other they are not seen; and thus sometimes 

they ride for thirty or forty days journeys, and usually towards the 
direction of Reobar, because all the merchants who come to trade in 

Curmos (Hurmiiz), until they learn that the merchants from the parts 
of Indie are coming, send in the winter time the mules and camels, 
which are become lean through the length of the journey, to the plain 
of Reobar where, through the abundance of grass, they are bound to 

grow fat. And these Caraunas, who are waiting for this, come carrying 
everything off, and they take the men and sell them.' 

The information Marco Polo provides in this passage about the antecedents 
of the robber bands of Caraunas, the meaning of the word, Caraunas and 
so on, is not to be found in Persian language sources and is of exceptionally 

great interest. It goes without saying that it constitutes a most precious 
source for elucidating the nature of the Qaraunas. However, there are also 

portions which may be supposed to be a confusion of a number of separate 

facts, or no more than simple hearsay, and these cannot be simply accepted 
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wholesale; they require investigation. 
We may first draw up a summary of Marco Polo's account as follows: 

(1) The Caraunas were robbers whose activities centred on the Kirman 
area. 

(2) The word Caraunas signifies a 'mixed breed' from Mongol men and 
Indian women. 

(3) The chief of the robber band of Caraunas was called Negodar. He 
had originally been at the court of his uncle, Ciagatai, at the head 
of 10,000 troops, but he had absconded at the head of his own 
10,000 troops and 10,000 of those of Ciagatai, passed through Kashmir, 
and entered India, where he made his base: 

The statement in (1), 'the Caraunas are robbers active on the south eastern 
borders of the '.Hkhanate' is in agreement with that of the Universal History, 
'.Abaqa Khan sent his son, Arghun, against the Qaraunas who were raiding 
and plundering in the Fars area'. And in the matter of date, too, both the 
date, 1279-1280, in the Univ·ersal History and Marco Polo's narrative, belong
ing as it does to the beginning of 1270, fall in the reign of .Abaqa Khan and 
may be said to be more or less the same period. Point (2) is a statement 
peculiar to Marco Polo, and will require examination hereafter as to its 
accuracy. It would also seem that, in point (3), the statement, 'the band of 
Caraunas, 20,000 strong, passed through Kashmir, entered India, and there 
made its base', is connected with (2), and similarly requires examination. 
The questionable part of (3) is, 'the chief of the robber band of Caraunas 
was called N egodar. He was at the court of his uncle, Ciagatai, at the head 
of 10,000 troops, but he absconded with his own 10,000 and 10,000 of 
Ciagatai's'. A number of facts seem to have been confused in the notion 
that the name of the chief of the Caraunas was Negodar, but there seem to 
have been reasons for the confusion being made. We will next try to bring 
some order into this question. 

Section 3 

In the 'Chronicle of .Abaqa', under the heading, 'invasion and plundering 
of Fars and Kirman by the troops of the Nikudaryan', we find: <73 ) 

"In the year 677 (1278-1279), the year of the tiger, about 10,000 cavalry 
of the Nikudaryan raided the Fars area.' 

This tells us that, in Abaqa's reign, there was a band of marauders called 
Nikudaryan [a party of Nikudar] which raided the Fars and Kirman areas 

(73) Rashid 2: p. 151. 
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on horseback. But the following also appears in the 'Chronicle of Abaqa': (74 ) 

'In 677 (1278-1279) ( .... ) Abaqa Khan went from Tabriz to Khurasan. 

On the 3rd day of the 1st Rabi' month of 678 (14 July 1279), Prince 

Arghiin was sent out with troops to repel the Nikiidaryan. Arghiin went 

out as far as Sistan~ invested it, and returned. Then he brought about 

the return to allegiance of Uljaibiiqa(75) [eldest son of Mubarakshah, 

great-grandson of Chaghatai] and others belonging to the same tribe, 

and brought them, with his own army [to Abaqa Khan]. On the 14th 

of the 1st Rabi' month of that year (25 July 1279), .Abaqa Khan went 

out to the city of Herat. On the last day of that month the amir of the 

Qaraiina returned to allegiance.' 

This means that .Abaqa Khan made an expedition to the south east in the 

Mohammedan year 678 (1279-1280), and sent his son, Arghun on a punitive 

expedition; and not only Qaraunas were involved, as related in Section 1, 

but there were also the Nikudaryan. In other words, both Qaraunas and 

Nikudaryan were raiding Kirman, Fars and Sistan on the south eastern 

borders of the ilkhanate and were the bands engaged in plundering. 

It also emerges from the foregoing passage that the Nikudaryan were 

under the control of a prince of the house of Chaghatai, in about 1279, and 

we further learn from the following passage, also in the 'Chronicle of 

Abaqa', (76) that princes of the house of Chaghatai continued in control of 

the Nikudaryan: 

'Until 698 (1298-1299), the chief of the Nikiidaryan was 'Abdalla, (77 ) son 

of Buchi, who was grandson of Chaghatai. Then after that, [Chaghatai 

Khan] Dua, son of Baraq, recalled 'Abdalla and kept him under himself, 

and sent his own son Qutlughkhwaja in his place.' 

We find the following information about 'Abdalla, son of Buchi, who was 

grandson of Chaghatai', who appears in the above as being in control of the 

Nikudaryan, and about 'Outlughkhwaja, son of Dua', who was appointed 

successor to 'Abdalla in the 'Chronicle of Chaghatai'. 

First, about 'Abdalla: (78 ) 

'[Baiju, eighth son of Chaghatai had] a son called Muchi. The com

mander of the Qaraiina troops in the Ghaznin area is this MuchL He 

(74) Rashid 2: pp. 152-153. 

(75) The 'Chronicle of Chaghatai' has: 'Ulchaibuqa, son of Mubarakshah, son of Qara 

Hulagu, fourth son of Muatkan, second son of Chaghatai.' Rashid 3: p. 173. 

(76) Rashid 2: p. 152. 

(77) The 'Chronicle of Chaghatia' has: 'Abdalla, son of Mu.chi, son of Baichu, eighth son 

of Chaghatai.' Rashid 3: p. 177. 
(78) Rashid 3: p. 177. 
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has a son called 'Abdalla, who is a Mohammedan. ['Abdalla's] father 
[Mu.chi] was in the [Ghaznin] area and recalled 'Abdalla under his own 
control. [After that, Chaghatai Khan Dua] sent his own son, Qut
luqkhwaja, to the area in his ('Abdalla's) place.' 
Next, about Qutlughkhwaja: (79 ) 

'[Chaghatai Khan] Dua had sons. One of them was Qutluqkhwaja, 
and to him were entrusted the Ghaznin area and the troops of the 
Qaraiina, who had long been subject to their command.' 

In short, 'Abdalla and Qutlughkhwaja, who appear in the 'Chronicle of 
.Abaqa' as 'chiefs of the Nikudaryan' are referred to in the 'Chronicle of 
Chaghatai' as 'chiefs of the troops of the Qaraunas in the Ghaznin area'. 
Looking at the matter in this way, the question naturally arises whether the 
Qaraunas and N ikiidaryan were exactly the same people. However, the 
'Chronicle of Ghazan' has the following passage for about 1299, after Ghazan's 
accession: (SO) 

'A 1,000 strong unit [of Qarafmas] from among the Qaraunas who were 
living in the Taram area-their commander was called Buqa-deserted. 
They took the road to 'Iraq, passed through the Y azd and Kirman areas, 
plundering along the way, and, at Binigau, joined up with the 
'Nikudaryan.' 

Clear distinction is made here between the two. The two must have been, 
from the first, completely different bands of people whom we can see to have 
acted in concert under the control of 'Abdalla and Qutlughkhwaja of the 
house of Chagha tai. 

In this case, then, just what does the Nikudar of Nikudaryan indicate? 
The first thing to be considered is that the grandson of Chaghatai, who was 
sent from the house of Chaghatai on the occasion of Hulagu's expedition, is 
recorded in Persian language sources as Nikudar or Tikudar.( 81 ) This Nikudar 
remained in Iran even after the establishment of the llkhanate, and led a 
10,000 strong corps in the service of .Abaqa Khan. But in 1269, Baraq of the 
house Chaghatai planned an invasion of Khurasan. When he passed through 
Derbend at this time, he proposed to cooperate with Baraq's army, was cap
tured, his troops disbanded, and he himself, though pardoned, died soon 
afterwards. (82) We can clearly take it that the troops disbanded at this time 
were the Nikiidaryan invaders of the south eastern borders of the llkhanate 
in the following year under the princes of the house of Chaghatai. However, 

(79) Rashid 3: p. 173. 
(80) Rashid 2: p. 330. 
(81) Eldest son of Miichi ibe, eldest son of Chaghatai. Rashid 3: pp. 158-159. Rashid 2: 

p.lll. 
(82) Rashid 2: pp. 111-113. Rashid 3: pp. 158-159. 
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this man's name appears in the Persian language sources as Nikudar and 

Tikudar; but the Chronicle of Georgia gives 'Thagouthar', and, since no 

confusion is possible in Georgian between the sound 'n' and the sound 't', 

the correctness of Tikudar is made certain. (83 ) So it follows that, even if one 

supposes that the remains of Tikudar' s disbanded troops formed part of the 

Nikudaryan, we cannot look for the derivation of the name, Nikudaryan, in 

this grandson of Chaghatai, Tikudar. There is the following passage in the 

'Chronicle of Juchi' bearing on the origin of the name, Nikudaryan: (84) 

'[Kipchaq Khan] Berkai rebelled against Hulagu Khan. Then ( .... ) in 

660 (1261-1262) there was a battle. Then the various troops that had 

come to this country [of Iran] led the way in flight together with Quli 

and Tutar [princes of the house of Juchi]. Some [among them] took 

the route to the mountains of Khurasan and Ghazna and to Binigau, 

and [reached] as far as Multan and Lahaur, which are on the borders 

of Hindustan. The great amir, who were their leaders, were Nikiidar 

and Unkuchia. The amir of Hulagu pursued their rear. Also, some of 

them took the route to Derbend and joined their own tribes.' 

This makes one wonder whether the name, Nikudaryan, originated in the 

Nikiidar, who, as an amir sent from the house of Ju.chi on the occasion of 

Hiilagu's expedition, was commander of a unit, which fled to the borders of 

Hindustan, by way of Khurasan and Ghazna, at the beginning of 1260, at 

the time of the conflict between Hulagu and Qipchaq Khan Berke. However, 

natural though this may seem, it is not to be supposed that only the unit led 

by this Nikudar was called Nikudaryan. As has already been shown, those 

who commanded the Nikudaryan were the princes of the house of Chaghatai. 

So it may be supposed that the components of the Nikiidaryan consisted of 

the remaining elements of the disbanded troops of Prince Tikudar and other 

forces of the house of Chaghatai, together with forces led by Nikudar of the 

house of Juchi, based on the Ghazna region after their flight. We may 

suppose, in short, that the Nikiidaryan were a composite body of forces 

belonging to the house of Chaghatai and forces under the banner of Nikudar 

of the house of Juchi. Then, from the time of Abaqa Khan, these Nikudaryan 

and Qaraunas acted together under the command of princes of the house 

of Chaghatai and raided the south eastern borders of the llkhanate. 

Let us now return to Marco Polo's account. Marco Polo gave Negodar 

as the name of the chief of the Qaraunas who were raiding the south eastern 

borders of the Ilkhanate because he made a confusion with the Qaraunas 

and Nikiidaryan, who, in the time of Abaqa Khan, were operating together 

under the command of princes of the house of Chaghatai. And we must 

(83) M. Brosset: Histoire de la Georgie, S. Petersbourg, 1849, p. 576. 

(84) Rashid 3: p. 139. 
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exclude what is given in point (3) of our summary of his passage on the 
Caraunas in Section 2: that 'the chief of the robber band of Caraunas was 
called Negodar. He had originally been at the court of his uncle, Ciagatai, 
at the head of 10,000 troops' in respect of our investigation of the Qarafmas. 
Nor can we accept, just as it stands, the part that says, 'he absconded at the 
head of his own 10,000 troops and 10,000 of those of Ciagatai', but his state
ment that 'the original strength of the Caraunas robber band was 20,000' 
remains as a subject for subsequent investigation. 

So we may put together points (1), (2) and (3) from Marco Polo's account, 
and the fragmentary passages from the Universal History, about the Qaraiinas 
robbers who raided the south eastern borders o fthe llkhanate, and say: 'A 
band of Qaraiinas, 20,000 strong, passed through Kashmir and entered India; 
with their base there, they were active as bandits on the south eastern borders 
of the ilkhanate in .Abaqa Khan's reign; "Qaraiinas" means "a cross breed 
of Mongol men and Indian women."' 

CHAPTER IV 

Section I 

In the preceding three chapters, I have concentrated on the references 
in the Universal History, and I have divided the divergent accounts of the 
Qaraiinas into three major parts. 

(1) The 10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas directly attached to the Khan 
quartering at Siahkiih in summer and Baghdad in winter belonged to 
the Khan's inju, command of the corps being entrusted to an amzr in 
waiting, who thus became a 'commander of a 10,000 strong corps'; in 
principle, this position was not hereditary, but it passed from Qiitubuqa, 
at the time of Abaqa Khan's accession, by way of Sunitai, Hulqutu and 
Tughachar, to Ala.du in the reign of Ghazan. (Univ·ersal History.) 
(2) Apart from the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraiinas directly attached 
to the Khan', there were two '10,000 strong corps of Qaraiinas in the 
Khurasan area', commanded respectively by Hindu Bitikchi and Nauruz, 
which were in existence at least in 1272, in the reign of Abaqa Khan; 
but in 1284, Hindu Bitikchi went back on his agreement and failed to 
meet Arghim's request for cooperation in the conflict between Prince 
Arghun and AJ::imad Khan for succession to the khanate; as a result of 
this, he was arrested after Arghiin's accession, and his '10,000 strong 
corps' was disbanded. Nauruz, too, in 1289 at the end of Arghun Khan's 
reign, raised a rebellion against Prince Ghazan who was in charge of 
the Khurasan area. In the course of this, his '10,000 strong corps' was 
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also broken up. The men, together with the remains of Hindu Bitikchi's 
'10,000 strong corps' that had been disbanded, formed small groups, in 
constantly varying combinations. Among them were such bodies of 
Qarafmas that Ala.du commanded from the time of .Abaqa Khan, and 
which were active in the service of Ghazan, but the greater part of them 
were repeatedly in opposition to Ghazan. However, in 1294, Nauruz 
offered his submission to Ghazan, and a number of small bands of 
Qaraiinas also surrendered to him. (Universal History) 

(3) A force of 20,000 'robber bands of Qarauniis' passed through 
Kashmir and entered India, and, making their base there, they were 
active on the south eastern borders of the llkhanate in the reign of 
A baqa Khan. The word 'Qaraunas' signified a mixed breed of Mongol 
men and Indian women. (Marco Polo, The Description of the World. 
The passages in italics are common to the Universal History.) 

On the basis of these points I would like to proceed at once to make clear 
what the nature of the Qaraunas was. However, it is not possible to under
stand their nature solely by comparison of (1), (2) and (3). A glance at the 
Qaraunas as they appear in these (1 ), (2) and (3) discovers only small parts 
in common. Such points as may be said to be in common are, first, that the 
earliest period was the reign of .Abaqa Khan; second, that Ala.du, who became 
fifth commander of the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas directly attached to 
the Khan' in the reign of Ghazan Khan, had previously been at the head of 
Qaraunas troops in the Khurasan · area in the reigns of .Abaqa Khan and 
Arghun Khan. These are all that can be pointed to. The only amir connected 
with the Qaraunas in (1) and (2), of whom we can know from the sources, 
is Ala.du, and it is Ala.du to whom I wish to draw attention. Examination 
of (3) brings his ancestry in question, and on this point the 'Study of the 
Tatar Tribe' says: <85> 

'After Sali Nuyan, his son, Aladu, took command of his troops.' 
From this we can tell that Aladu's father was Sali Nuyan, and that Ala.du 
took over the troops that his father had commanded. On this point the 
'Study of the Tatar Tribe' once more has the following to say: <86> 

'20,000 troops were sent to the border of Hindustan, and garrisoned in 
the Qunduz, Baqlan and Badakhshan areas. [The position of] commander 
of a 10,000 strong corps of them [the 20,000 troops] was given to someone 
called Munkdu. On his death [the position] was given to someone called 
Huqutur.<87 > On his death in his turn [Mankku Qaan] sent this Sali 

(85) Rashid 1: p. 189. 
(86) Rashid 1: pp. 188-189. 
(87) The original text has Huqutu ( .,:_,;)-lb ), but as it become clear later that _,.:; is to be 

regarded as a mistake for ; , I have emended it in advance to Huqutur. 
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N-C1yan as a 10,000 strong corps commander of the 20,000 troops in the 

stead of Huqiitur. Since this was [just] the time when Hulagu Khan 

was appointed [commander of the expeditionary force] to Iran, Mankku 

Qaan spoke as follows to Sali Nuyan: "The area to which you are going 

is on the borders of Hindustan and Kashmir, and adjacent to the area 

of Hulagu's expedition. [The troops under] you will become a detach

ment of Hulagu's [expeditionary] force. That is to say, your troops will 

give support to Hulagu and you will come under Hiilagu's orders." 

After which, Sali Nuyan enquired: "Until when will we remain in that 

area?" [To this Mankku Qaan] said, "It will probably become a perma

nent station." Sa.ii Nuyan led his troops to Hindustan and Kashmir, 

subjugating many countries, which he plundered and brought under 

Hulagu's control, as well as sending him many Indians [as prisoners].' 

From this we learn that Aladu's father, Sali Nuyan, was appointed, and sent 

from Mongolia, as a l 0,000 strong corps commander of the 20,000 troops who 

had been stationed in the Hindustan-Kashmir area, that is to say, the 

'Hindustan-Kashmir protectorate', since before Mankku Qaan's reign; and 

that, on the occasion of Hulagii's Iran expedition, which took place at almost 

the same time that he went to his post, he came under the command of 

Hulagu, whose flank he protected by his conquering activities. Accordingly, 

'the troops commanded by Sali Nuyan's son, Ala.du, after his father', were 

the '20,000 froops of the "Hindustan-Kashmir protectorate"' commanded by 

Sa.Ii Nuyan at the time of Hulagu's expedition, but in the 'Chronicle of 

Hulagii' we find the following entry about the troops commanded by Sa.Ii 
Nuyan:( 88 l 

'Of the troops, who were with Sali Niiyan, all those now anywhere [in 

Iran] have become part of the inju of Ghazan Khan, emperor of Islam, 

by right of succession.' 

'The troops who were with Sali Nuyan' are the '20,000 men of the "Hindustan

Kashmir protectorate"', in other words 'the troops commanded by Sali 

Nuyan's son, Ala.du, after his father'. Further, then, our investigations in 

Chapter I showed that 'the troops who had become part of Ghazan Khan's 

inju' and 'the troops commanded by Ala.du' could be regarded as none other, 

in terms of 10,000 strong corps, than the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas 

directly attached to the Khan', to the command of which Ala.du succeeded 

after Tughachar in the reign of Ghazan. In short, the predecessors of the 

'10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas directly attached to the Khan' are to be 

sought in the 20,000 troops of the 'Hindustan-Kashmir protectorate' which 

had been under the command of Aladu's father,, Sali Nuyan and other 10,000 

strong corps commanders. 

(88) Rashid 2: p. 22. 
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The predecessors of the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas directly attached 
to the Khan', commanded by Ala.du in Ghazan Khan's reign, are, then to be 
sought in the 20,000 troops of the 'Hindustan-Kashmir protectorate', com
manded by Aladu's father, Sa.Ii Nuyan, but, in that case, what of the '10,000 
strong corps of Qaraunas in the Khurasan area'? I have recounted in Chapter 
II how the I 0,000 strong corps commanders, Hindu Bitikchi and N auruz, 
commanding the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas in the Khurasan area' 
offered resistance to the house of Hiilagu from the time of Al_imad Khan's 
reign, in the course of which the troops were broken up into small groups. 
But we know that in the end, in 1294, Nauruz submitted to Prince Ghazan, 
and that thereafter many small bands of Qaraunas came to surrender to 
Ghazan. The 'Chronicle of Hulagu' says, as quoted above, 'of the troops 
who were with Sa.Ii Nuyan, all those now anywhere [in Iran] became part of 
the inju of Ghazan Khan, emperor of Islam, by right of succession.' If we 
interpret this passage with particular attention to the words 'all those anywhere 
[in Iran]', we may conclude that 'the troops, which entered Ghazan Khan's 
inju, formerly under Sa.Ii Nuyan's command' were not merely the '10,000 
strong corps of Qaraunas directly attached to the Khan'. Many bodies of 
Qaraunas are involved: the Qaraunas troops once commanded by Ala.du in 
the Khurasan area; the' troops_ of Qaraunas in the Khurasan area who were 
broken up in Nauruz's rebellion and surrendered in the course of the re
bellion, or else surrendered to Ghazan Khan after Nauruz's submission; troops 
of Qaraunas in the Khurasan area who took part in Nauruz's rebellion on 
the arrest of Hindu Bitikchi and their disbandment and dispersal, and after
wards surrendered to Ghazan Khan; and those among them who were 
subsequently moved to the Ta.ram area.( 89 ) In other words, we may conclude 
that the predecessors of the Qaraunas troops commanded by Hindu Bitikchi 
and Nauruz in the Khurasan area (first as a '10,000 strong corps', later 
fragmented) were also the 20,000 troops of the 'Hindustan-Kashmir protector
ate' commanded by Sa.Ii Nuyan. So the statement in the 'Study of the Tatar 
Tribe', 'Sa.Ii Nuyan's son, Ala.du, commanded his father's troops' is to be 
understood, in my opinion, as folows: 'the 20,000 troops of the Hindustan
Kashmir protectorate,' which were under the command of Sa.Ii Nuyan at the 
time of Hulagu's expedition, were, at some juncture or other, divided into 
the "10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas directly attached to the Khan" and 
the "10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas in the Khurasan area". Sa.Ii Nuyan's 
son, Ala.du, was among the "10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas in the Khurasan 
area" and was in command of a part of them (probably a "1,000 strong unit 
of Qaraunas"), and acted under the orders of Abaqa Khan and Arghun 
Khan; but from the time of Nauruz's rebellion he gave help to Prince Ghazan, 
who was in charge of the Khurasan area, and even contributed to his acces-

(89) Rashid 2: p. 330. See text quoted for note (80). 
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sion; and after Ghazan's accession, Aladii's father's troops, which had been 

divided in two, were once more united.'(90) 

What, then, would have been the nature of the 20,000 troops of the 

'Hindustan-Kashmir protectorate', under the command of Sali Niiyan at the 

time of Hiilagii's expedition? According to the 'Study of the Tatar Tribe', 

already quoted, there were two 10,000 strong corps commanders, Miinkdii 

and Hiiqiitur, before Sali Nuyan was sent from Mongolia to succeed to the 

post of 10,000 strong corps commander, immediately before Hiilagii's Iran 

expedition, in the reign of Mankkii Qaan. But dates and other details are 

not clear. This question can be fairly well clarified by reference to the 

'Chronicle of Hulagii' and the Yilan-ch'ao pi-shi ft%1=Jf£5e. (The Secret History 

of the M ongols) (91 ) 

First, in the account in the 'Chronicle of Hulagii' of the composition of 

Hiilagii's expeditionary force, we find: (92 ) 

'[Mankkii Qaan] had discussions with the royal tribe (aqa va ini) and 

the following decision was reached: the troops who were sent with Baijii 

and Chiirmaghiin to be stationed in Iran for purposes of pacification, (93 ) 

were sent with Tair Bahadur to Kashmir and Hind, in advance of this 

(Hulagu's Iran expedition) should all be placed under Hiilagii's command. 

The troops held by Dair Niiyan(94) were, after his death, commanded 

by [ JC 95), after him by [ ],(96 ) after which [Mankkii Qaan] gave 

[the command of these troops] to Sali Niiyan of the Tatar tribe. Sali 

Nuyan ravaged the Kashmir area, and brought several thousand prisoners 

[to Hulagii].' 

,It is thus clear that the 20,000 troops of the 'Hindustan-Kashmir protectorate', 

to the command of which Sali Niiyan succeeded at the time of Hiilagii's 

expedition, had originally been under the command of Dair Niiyan (Tair 

Bahadur). 
Comparison of the changes of 10,000 strong corps commanders, as recorded 

in the 'Chronicle of Hiilagii' here and the 'Study of the Tatar Tribe' previ

ously, yields the following figure: 

(90) It is, of course, true that, in the course of their commanders' opposition to the house 

of Hiilagii, the '10,000 strong corps of Qarafmas in the Khurasan area' became split up, 

and it is not to be supposed that the troops of Sali Nuyan's time were passed on to 

Ala.du just as they were. 

(91) Following Naka Michiyo's ~~3:iITMlttf: translation and commentary on Ch'eng-chi-ssu han 

shih-lu .B,x;~}il!-tT-lt~ (Veritable record of Jinkkiz Khan) (Tokyo, Chikuma Shob6 $t,11J 

•m, 1943). 
(92) Rashid 2: pp. 21-22. 

(93) 'tamii' in the original. There remain some doubtful points in this connection, but here, 

in view of the context, I have rendered it 'pacification'. 

(94) The same man as Tair Bahadur of course. 

(95) The name is missing here. 

(96) As above. 
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'Chronicle of Hulagu' Dair--+ ( )--+( ) --+ Sali 'Study of the Tatar 
Tribe' Munkdu--+ Huqutur--+ Sali 

It is thus clear that the successive 10,000 strong corps commanders of the 
20,000 troops of the 'Hindustan-Kashmir protectorate' were: 

Dair --+ M unkdu --+ Huqutur--+ SaliC97 l 

Next, at what sort of date would the 20,000 troops of the 'Hindustan
Kashmir protectorate' have originated? On this point, there is the following 
passage in the Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih (Ch'eng-chi-ssu han shih-lu JJJttf,~,ffX~) 
(The Secret History of the Mongols-Veritable Record of ]inkkiz Khan): c9s) 

'Having had himself elected Han ¥ (Qan) [in 1229] and having ap
propriated the 10,000 bodyguards and the people of the interior to his own 
[use], Wo-ko-tai Ko-han ~mx~~¥ (Ogodei-qahan), after consultation with 
his elder brother Ch'a-a-tai ~)Si:[J~ (Ca'adai), sent Wo-huo-t'u-erh liJ:t§~% 
(Oqotur) and Meng-ko-t'u ~l'fr~ (Monggetii) as reinforcement for Ch'o
,erh-ma-han Huo-·erh-ch'ih *f%.~¥r§-%$ (Cormaqan-qorci) who had gone 
on an expedition against the Ko-Ii-po Sha-lei-t'an ~!![{a~tf.J:fl (Qalibai
Soltan) of the people of Pa-hei-t'a-t'i EJ1~±1H~ (Baqtat), one of the peoples 
[whose subjugation] his father Ch'eng-chi-ssu Ko-han J;xef,~,~¥ (Cinggis
qahan) had left unfinished.' 

This passage shows that, immediately after the accession of Uktai Qaan in 
1229, the two amir, Wo-huo-t'u-erh and Meng-ko-t'u were sent out to reinforce 
the expeditionary force of Ch'o-,erh-ma:.han (Churmaghun) which had been 
operating in Iran since the regency of Tului in 1228. There can be no doubt 
that 'Wo-huo-t'u erh' and 'Meng-ko-t'u' in this passage are to be identified 
with 'Huqiitur' and 'Munkdu', who became 10,000 strong corps commanders 

(97) I do not propose a detailed examination of the three 10,000 strong corps commanders 
before Sa.Ii Niiyan. We can identify Dair, the first 10,000 strong corps commander, with 
the 1,000 strong unit commander 'Ta-i-erh' in the Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih :5i::i/.i.§jjWi5t:. (Naka 
Michiyo, op. cit. p. 276) and 'Dair, of the Qiinkqtan tribe, 1,000 strong unit commander, 
of the house of Uktai' in Chapter III of the 'Chronicle of Chinkiz' (table of 1,000 strong 
unit commanders). The second 10,000 strong corps commander can probably be iden
tified with 'Munkdii Saur, younger brother of Jebe (Che-pieh fgJ.JU)' of the 'Study of 
the Bisiit Tribe' (Rashid 1: p. 557), and the third, Huqiitur, with the 'Hiiqutur (original 
text, Huqiitii), younger brother of Alji Nuyan (An-ch'en-na-yen ~~J[Ot~~), son of Dei 
Niiyan' in the 'Study of the Qunqirat Tribe' (Rashid 1: p. 394). Dair, the first of the 
10,000 strong corps commanders was an amzr who took part in Jinkkiz Khan's central 
Asian expedition, and we also know of the second corps commander's elder brother, 
Jebe, and the elder brother, Alji Niiyan, of the third corps commander, Huqiitur, as 
amzr who also took an active part in Jinkkiz Khan's central Asian expedition. In short, 
Sali Niiyan's three predecessors were all amzr of tribes which were active in the west at 
the time of Jinkkiz Khan's central Asian expedition. 

(98) Naka Michiyo, op. cit., p. 514. 
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with the 'Hindustan-Kashmir protectorate'; it is not clear from this passage 

whether the first 10,000 strong corps commander, Dair, was active at the 

same time as Huqutur and Munk.du or whether he was their predecessor, but 

we do at least know that the troops of the 'Hindustan-Kashmir protectorate' 

set out from Mongolia immediately after the accession of -Oktai Qaan in 1229. 

In short, it is clear that the predecessors of the '10,000 strong corps of 

Qaraunas directly attached to the Khan', which had come, immediately after 

Abaqa Khan's accession, from the command of Qutubuqa by way of Sunitai, 

Hulqutu and Tughachar to that of Ala.du in the reign of Ghazan Khan, and 

the predecessors of the ']0,000 strong corps of Qaraunas in the Khurasan 

area', commanded respectively by Hindu Bitikchi and Naiiruz, were the 

20,000 troops of the 'Hindustan-Kashmir protectorate', which originated 

immediately after the accession of Uktai Khan in 1229; their first 10,000 strong 

corps commander, Dair, was succeeded by Munk.du and Huqutur, after which, 

at the time of Hulagu's expedition, came their fourth 10,000 strong corps 

commander, Sali Nuyan, father of Ala.du. 

At this point I would like to recall my analysis of the passage of Marco 

Polo in Chapter III. Marco Polo said, 'The Qarailnas bands are 20)000 strong. 

They passed through Kashmir and entered India, and, making their base 

there, were active as robbers, centred on the Kirman area, in the reign of 

Abaqa Khan. The word, 'Qaraunas', means "a mixed breed born of Mongolian 

men and Indian women".' The item, 'robbers in the Kirman area' will be 

touched on later; but if we examine two other points here: 'the Qaraunas 

bands are 20,000 strong. They passed through Kashmir and entered India, 

where they made their base'; and 'The word, "Qaraunas" means "a mixed 

breed born of Mongolian men and Indian women" '; there would seem to 

be agreement between the Univenal History and Marco Polo's The Descrip

tion of the World. That is to say, as I have already shown, the predecessors 

of the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas', mentioned in the Universal History, 

were, both for those 'directly attached to the Khan' and for those 'in the 

Khurasan area', the 20)000 troops of the 'Hindustan-Kashmir protectorate', 

who were sent to the Hindustan-Kashmir region and stationed there immedi

ately after the accession of Uktai Qaan in 1229; (99 > these troops were sent out 

in 1229; the first appearance of the word 'Qaraunas' in the Universal History 

is in the reign of Abaqa Khan; so, even taking the date of his accession, 1265, 

there is an interval of 36 years; it is thus wholly conceivable that during 

this period there should have been produced a mixed breed between the 

Mongol soldiers of these troops and indigenous Indian women. In short, 

it is clear that the word 'Qaraunas' as it appears in the llkhanate historical 

materials is the name given after the establishment of the ilkhanate to a 

mixed breed born between the 20,000 Mongolian troops stationed in the 

(99) One should not, perhaps, make too much of the agreement of the figure, '20,000', here, 

but one cannot, either ,think it entirely fortuitous. 
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'Hindustan-Kashmir protectorate' which originated immediately after the 
accession of Uktai Qaan, and indigenous Indian women. 

Section 2 

Our investigations in Section 1 have established what was the true nature 
of the 'Qaraunas' which appear in important historical materials relating to 
the ilkhanate. But there still remain the following questions: 

(I) In what circumstances did the Qaraunas, a mixed breed from Mongol 
soldiers of the 'Hindustan-Kashmir protectorate' and indigenous women, 
come to form the strength, from the time of Abaqa Khan, of the '10,000 
strong corps of Qaraunas directly attached to the Khan' and the '10,000 
strong corps of Qaraiinas in the Khurasan area'? 
(2) How are we to explain the 'robber bands of Qaraunas' raiding the 
south eastern borders of the ilkhanate? 
(3) Though we may consider it certain that the 'Qaraunas', who appear 
in important historical materials relating to the ilkhanate, were a mixed 
breed of Mongol soldiers of the 'Hindustan-Kashmir protectorate' and 
indigenous women, does the word, 'Qaraunas', itself, as Marco Polo says, 
in fact mean 'mixed breed'? 

I would first like to throw light on (1), the most important of these questions, 
at the same time investigating (2). The following figure resumes the changes 
in the 10,000 strong commanders, of the troops of the 'Hindustan-Kashmir 
protectorate', the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas directly attached to the 
Khan', and the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas in the Khurasan area': 

'10,000 strong corps of Qara:iinas 
directly attached to the Khan' 

-►Qutiibuqa.-►sunita.i-►Hulqutu-► Tughachar-►Aladu 

20,000 troops of 'Hindustan- '10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas 1 
Kashmir Protectorate' in the Khurasan area' 

-► Hindu Bitikchi ___ _. disbanded---
Dair-►Munkdu-►Huqutur-►sm-► _ 

-► (Arghun Aqa)-►Nauruz-► broken up, ____ , 

I would now like to investigate when and how the Qaraunas, who were 
the principal component of the 20,000 troops of the 'Hindustan-Kashmir 
protectorate', came to form the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraiinas directly 
attached to Abaqa Khan'. 

The first question to raise on this point is the chronological relationship 
between Sa.Ii Nuyan, the fourth 10,000 strong corps commander of the 20,000 
troops of the 'Hindustan-Kashmir protectorate', and Qutubuqa, the first 10,000 
strong corps commander of the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraiinas directly 
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attached to the Khan'. As I have already described, Sali Niiyan succeeded 
to the post of 10,000 strong corps commander of the 20,000 troops of the 
'Hindustan-Kashmir protectorate' immediately before Hulagii's expedition, 
and, being in the Hindustan-Kashmir area at the time of that expedition, 
he provided flank support for the conquering activities of Hiilagii's main 
body, from all of which it is clear that he was an amir in the reign of Hiilagii 
Khan. However, apart from the references already quoted from the 'Study 
of the Tatar Tribe' and the 'Chronicle of Hiilagii', there are only fragmentary 
items about him in the Yuan-shih jf:5e. (History of the Yiian) and the Heriit 
Records, so we know nothing whatever about his circumstances subsequent 
to Hulagii's expedition. 

Qiitubiiqa's death in battle with the forces of Qipchaq Khan's took place, 
as already stated, in 1265, just one month after Abaqa Khan's accession. So 
one wonders whether one would not do well to suppose that he was in 
command of the '10,000 strong corps of Qarailnas directly attached to the 
Khan' before Abaqa Khan's accession, in the reign of Hiilagii. 

In short, Sali Niiyan's command of the 20,000 troops of the 'Hindustan
Kashmir protectorate' and Qiitiibiiqa's command of the '10,000 strong corps 
of Qaraimas directly attached to Abaqa Khan' were both in the reign of 
Hiilagu Khan and roughly simultaneous. So we may take it that the '10,000 
strong corps of Qarailnas directly attached to Abaqa Khan' was, from the 
reign of Hillagil Khan, under the control of Prince Abaqa. 

Next, by what conjuncture did the Qaraunas, who formed the troops 
of the 'Hindustan-Kashmir protectorate' under the command of Sali Nuyan, 
come to have a relationship with Abaqa in the reign of Hulagii? There can 
be only one answer: this lies in the fact that, in the last years of Hiilagii 
Khan's reign (1263-64), Prince Abaqa was despatched on administrative and 
defence duties in the Khurasan area. <100) That is to say, as has already been 
described, the troops of the 'Hindustan-Kashmir protectorate' commanded 
by Sali Niiyan came under the supreme command of Hiilagil at the time of 
his expedition, but, when Abaqa was sent to take charge of the Khurasan 
area, these troops passed under his supreme command. So we may suppose 
that it must have been at this point that the link arose between Prince 
.Abaqa and the Qaraiinas who constituted the troops of the 'Hindiistan
Kashmir protectorate'. 

Next, when would a part of the Qaraiinas have come to constitute the 
'10,000 strong corps of Qaraiinas directly attached to Abaqa Khan' with 
summer and winter quarters at Siahkiih and Baghdad respectively? 

A clue to this question is provided by a fragmentary reference in the 
'Chronicle of Ghazan'. This occurs in the account of the time when Ghazan, 
who was dealing with Naiiriiz's rebellion in the Khrn;-asan area, went to 

(100) Rashid 2: p. 91. 
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Isfarain in order to avoid a confrontation with Naiiriiz who had been 
strengthened by the acquisition of Qaidii's reinforcements: (101 ) 

'Niirin, Qutlughshah and Siitai, [amzr of Ghazan] made known a report: 
"All the Qaraiina, who came to be joined with the ordu on account of 
Abatai's great 1,000 strong unit (hazare-i buzurg), are rebellious, and were 
discussing returning [eastwards] in defiance".' 

The 'Abatai' mentioned here is the amir Abatai Nuyan of the Qunqirat tribe, 
who was active from the time of Hiilagii's expedition, and who died in 1280 
at the end of .Abaqa Khan's reign. There is a reference to him in the 
'Chronicle of .Abaqa' which describes the dispositions of Abaqa's army in 
1269, when his troops were engaged with those of Baraq from Chaghatai's 
country, which had invaded the Khurasan area: (102 ) 

'Abatai Nuyan was in command of the centre (qul).' And, again, in the 
'Chronicle of Arghiin': (103) 

' [ Arghun Khan] rewarded the amir Qunchaq bal and conferred on him 
the post of his grandfather, Abatai Nuyan, that· is to say, the post of 
amir commanding the centre (qul). 

We thus know that he was the amir who commanded the centre (qul) of 
.Abaqa Khan's army. 

There is thus no difference between 'Abatai's great 1,000 strong unit' 
and the '1,000 strong unit of the centre (1,000 strong unit of lifeguards) of 
.Abaqa commanded by Abatai'.( 104l And the fragmentary reference in the 
'Chronicle of Ghazan, quoted above, seems to show that Qaraiinas did in 
fact come and rally from the east on account of the '1,000 strong unit of the 
centre (1,000 strong unit of lifeguards, great 1,000 strong unit)', which was 
directly attached to .Abaqa Khan. Reasoning from the fact that in 1269, 
Abatai Niiyan was in command of .Abaqa Khan's 1,000 strong unit of the 
centre', it would seem at first sight that, though the Qaraunas rallying from 
the east is natural, this must have been before 1269, at the time, in fact, in 
1265, when Prince .Abaqa returned from his post in the Khurasan area to 
.Adherbaijan on account of his accession. The case of the '10,000 strong corps 
of Qaraunas directly attached to .Abaqa Khan' may be understood in just the 
same way as that of the '1,000 strong unit of the centre', of Abaqa Khan: 
when .Abaqa came back from Khurasan to .Adherbaijan in 1265, he would 

(101) Rashid 2: p. 271. 
(102) Rashid 2: p. 121. 
(103) Rashid 2: p. 209. 
(104) The words meaning '1,000 strong unit of lifeguards' in the Universal History are 

'haz,iire-i qul' (1,000 strong unit of the centre) (Rashid 2, p. 518), 'hazare-i khas' (1,000 
strong unit of bodyguards) and 'sar-qul' (head central troops). The expression, 'qul-i 
buzurg' (great centre troops) (Rashid 2, p. 335) is also known. 
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have brought with him part of the Qaraunas, who had been under his 
command when he was at his post, and these would have. entered his own 
inju as a 10,000 strong corps directly attached to him. No doubt Qutubuqa, 
the first of the I 0,000 strong corps commanders, had been in command of 
these troops in the Khurasan area before Abaqa Khan's accession. 

We have now made it clear that the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas 
directly attached to the Khan' was constituted from the Qarafmas who ac
companied Abaqa when he left his post in the Khurasan area and returned 
to .Adherbaijan for the purpose of his accession. But what, then, was the 
relationship between the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas in the Khurasan 
area' and Prince .Abaqa's Khurasan command? 

It is almost impossible to find any concrete reference to the time of 
Prince .Abaqa's Khurasan command, but there is a single item, as follows, 
in the 'Study of the Bisut Tribe': <105) 

'Miinkdfr Saur [younger brother of Jebe] was originally in the personal 
service of Tului Khan. Miinkdu had seven sons, the youngest of whom 
was called Urus, and he came to this place [Iran] serving Hulagu Khan 
as qurchi of the guard. ( .... ) Then, when Abaqa Khan (106) was appointed 
to [take charge of] the Khurasan area in Hulagu Khan's last years, Un1s 
was appointed amir of the four guards (amzr-i chahiir kezik) and given 
wide powers. Then, when Abaqa Khan( 107 ) became king (khan) and 
returned from Khurasan, he sent -Orus back and sent him on defence 
duties on the Herat and Badghis borders, placing the troops in that area 
under his command.' 

This passage tells us that when Prince Abaqa, who had been sent to Khurasan 
in Hulagii's reign, returned to .Adherbaijan in 1265 to ascend the throne, 
-Orus, a powerful amir of the Bisiit tribe, who had served the khan personally 
and accompanied Abaqa, was left behind in the Badghis area, for the defence 
of Khurasan, the troops of that area being placed under his command. The 
Badghis area, here, where -0 riis was left in charge of defence, was, as has 
already been said, the garrison area of the '10,000 strong corps, 1,000 strong 
units, of Qaraiinas in the Khurasan area'. Urus's father, Munkdu Saur, is 
to be identified with the Munkdii who was the second 10,000 strong corps 
commander of the 'Hindustan-Kashmir protectorate', while Aladii, son of 
Sali Nuyan, the fourth, 10,000 strong corps commander of the 'Hindiistan
Kashmir protectorate', was in command of Qaraunas troops in the Khurasan 
area in the time of .Abaqa and Arghun; from these two facts we may suppose 

(105) Rashid I, pp. 557-558. The text has 'Yisut Tribe', but 'Bisiit Tribe' is, of course, correct. 
(106) The text has .Abaqa Khan, but, of course, .Abaqa had not yet succeeded to the throne 

at this time. 
(107) See preceding note. 
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that the troops commanded by Munkdii's son, -Orus, in the Badghis area, at 

the time of Abaqa's return to Adherbaijan were a part of the Qaraiinas troops 

who had remained in the Khurasan area. There are no references whatever 

to this -0 rus in the 'main chronicles', and we are therefore unable to find out 

anything about his concrete relationship with Hindu Bitikchi, Naiiriiz, Nikpai 

and Ala.du, the amir discussed in Chapter II, who commanded Qaraiinas 

troops in the Khurasan area. However, Hindu Bitikchi and many of his 

fellow amir were also, like -Orus, amir in personal attendance on Prince 

.Abaqa and accompanied him to his post in charge of Khurasan; and it would 

surely be safe to suppose that, even after Abaqa's return to .Adherbaijan, they 

would have remained on defence duties in the area in command of Qa:raiinas 

troops. To sum up, we may suppose that the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraiinas 

in the Khurasan area' were a part of the Qaraiinas who had been under 

.Abaqa's command and who, when he returned from his post in Khurasan 

to A.dherbaijan to accede to the throne, were placed under the command of 

his personal amir and formed into a garrison force for the Khurasan area. 

Their origin would thus, like that of the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraiinas 

directly attached to the Khan' have been at the time of Prince Abaqa's return 

to A.dherbaijan. 
In view of the foregoing, I think we can make the following statements 

about the relationship between the 20,000 troops of the 'Hindustan-Kashmir 

protectorate' and the various Qaraunas who appear in the important historical 

materials for the Ilkhanate "(the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraiinas directly 

attached to the Khan', the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraiinas in the Khurasan 

area', and the 'robber bands of Qaraiinas on the south eastern borders of 

the ilkhanate')" 'When, at the end of Hiilagii's reign, his son, Abaqa, was 

sent to take charge of the Khurasan area, the troops of the "Hindiistan

Kashmir protectorate", led by Sa.Ii Nuyan, who, under Hulagii's, supreme 

command, had been providing him with flank protection in the course of 

his conquests, came under the command of Abaqa, and this was the origin of 

the link between the Qaraunas, who constituted these troops, and A.baqa.<108 ) 

Then, when, in 1265, Abaqa returned to A.dherbaijan to mount the khan's 

throne, part of the Qaraiinas, whose link with A.baqa had become particularly 

strong, accompanied .Abaqa and moved west, and these were the constituents 

of the "10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas directly attacked to .Abaqa Khan" 

and the "1,000 strong units of the centre (1,000 strong units of lifeguards, 

great 1,000 strong units)." Then the "10,000 strong corps of Qaraiinas directly 

attached to .Abaqa Khan" entered Abaqa Khan's injii, becoming a directly 

attached force, quartered at Siahkiih in summer and Baghdad in winter, 

serving in A.baqa Khan's ordu, and commanded successively by three of .Abaqa 

Khan's personal amir, Qutubuqa, Sunitai, and Hiilqiitu. The "10,000 strong 

(108) There are no sources bearing on the 10,000 strong corps commander, Sali: Niiyan's 

situation at this time, so nothing whatever is known of it. 
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corps" next entered the inju of Arghun Khan and became a directly attached 
force, its command passing to Tughachar, and being quartered, as in the 
previous reign, at Siahkuh and Baghdad. It next passed into the inju of 
Ghazan Khan and came under the command of Aladu. Then A.baq a also 
formed the Qaraunas, who had not accompanied him, into the "10,000 strong 
corps of Qaraunas in the Khurasan area", amir backed up by A.baqa Khan's 
influence being appointed 10,000 strong corps commanders and assigned to 
their command, and this constituted a garrison force for the Khurasan area. 
However, perhaps because they were on the frontier, these troops gradually 
took on the character of personal forces of the 10,000 strong corps commanders, 
and, with the reign of Arghun Khan, resistance to the house of Hulagu 
set in. In the course of this, the "10,000 strong corps" broke up into small 
bands; but after the surrender of the 10,000 strong corps commander N auruz 
in 1294, a number of small bands of Qaraunas also came to surrender to 
Prince Ghazan; after Ghazan's accession, these were unified under Ala.du who 
had become commander of the "10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas directly 
attached to the Khan", and Aladu reconstituted as one force the troops that 
had been commanded by his father, Sali: Nuyan, and which had split in two. 
As to the point that the "robber bands of Qaraunas", who raided the south 
eastern borders of the llkhanate in Abaqa's reign, were a mixed breed 
produced by men of the 20,000 troops of the "Hindustan-Kashmir pro
tectorate" and indigenous women, they were completely similar in this respect 
to the elements composing the "10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas directly 
attached to the Khan" and the "10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas in the 
Khurasan area"; but at the moment when, in the closing years of Hulagu 
Khan's reign, A.baqa was sent to take charge of the Khurasan area, they were 
already turning independent on the south eastern borders of the llkhanate 
and so did not pass under .Abaqa's command, and even after A.baqa Khan's 
accession they continued as raiders of the south eastern borders.' 

We have here resolved questions (1) and (2), and I would next like briefly 
to touch on (3), the meaning of the word, Qaraunas. Marco Polo says, 
'Qaraunas means, in their language, a mixed breed from Mongol men and 
Indian women'. As is clear from our investigation hitherto, the 'Qaraunas', 
who appear in the sources relating to the Ilkhanate, were undoubtedly a 
mixed breed of Mongol men forming the troops of the 'Hindustan-Kashmir 
protectorate' and indigenous women. However, no word 'qaraunas' meaning 
'children of mixed breed' exists in Mongol, and so we cannot just accept 
Marco Polo's statement as it stands. 

The mixed breed born between the men of the 'Hindustan-Kashmir 
protectorate' and indigenous Indian women were probably known by the 
distinguishing name of Qaraiinas because of some externally visible charac
teristic, and we may suppose that the word too was expressive of such an 
external characteristic. It would seem almost certain that the Qaraiinas, 
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being a mixed breed from Indian women would have been blacker in colour 

than ordinary Mongols, and we may suppose that the 'qara' of 'qaraunas' 

was a transcription of the sound 'khara' which means 'black' in Mongol. 

Then, according to a suggestion made by Professor Kazuo. Enoki tl~:ft{t, 

'unas', 'una' or 'fma' might be a transcription of Hsiung-nu i2mPx, so that 

'Qaraiinas' might well mean 'black Hsiung-nu'. There is no doubt, either 

from the fact that the Qaraiinas formed the Khan's- directly attached force 

or from the statement quoted from the Wa,Hafj History, that they were ex

ceptionally ferocious, which would account for their being compared with 

the Hsiung-nu, and this combined with the external characteristic of being 

black might well have led to the appellation, 'Qaraunas (black Hsiung-nu)'. 

Various theories have been advanced as to the meaning of 'Qaraiinas', but 

the above, following Professor Enoki, would seem to be most satisfactory. 

Conclusion 

The investigations described in the preceding four chapters have enabled 

us to reach some reasonable conclusions on the nature of the Qaraunas, 

their relationship with the Ilkhanate and the meaning of their name. I now 

propose to end with a brief account of the significance of the Qarafmas ques

tion and the circumstances of the Qaraunas troops after the reign of Ghazan 

Khan. 

As has been said, Sa.Ii Nuyan's son, Ala.du, followed Tughachar, in 

Ghazan Khan's reign, as commander of the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraiinas 

directly attached to the Khan', and he also united the small bands of 

Qaraunas in the Khurasan area, reconstituting the greater part of the troops 

of the 'Hindustan-Kashmir protectorate', that his father had formerly com

manded, but what significance would these facts have had? To answer this 

question we have to know about '"fughachar, the fourth commander of the 

'10,000 strong corps of Qaraiinas directly attached to the Khan', before Ala.du. 

As has already been said, Tughachar was originally an 'amir-in-waiting' 

to Abaqa,(109) but after Arghun's accession, he became the fourth commander 

of the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraiinas directly attached to the Khan'. 

Then, in 1288, he was also given by Arghun Khan authority over the 'various 

areas of the inju of Arghun Khan. (llO) Tughachar became powerful with 

his command of the '10,000 strong corps of Qarafmas directly attached to 

the Khan', which was in Arghun Khan's injii, and his authority over the 

'various areas of the injil' and, from the final period of Arghun Khan's reign 

to the reign of Ghazan Khan, he always played an important role in the 

political struggles surrounding the conflict for the throne, and was involved 

(109) See note (36). 

(llO) Rashid 2: p. 211. 
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in many a plot and act of treachery. His first plot involved the killing of 
Jiishi, Qiijar, -Ordiiqaia and Sa'd al-Daura, Arghiin Khan's most trusted 
amir, immediately before Arghiin Khan's death. <111 ) This conduct of his 
made him afraid of Ghazan, Arghun Khan's son, and, after the death of the 
latter, he supported the accession of Prince Baidu, but was unsuccessful; in 
the end he served Gaikhatu Khan, on his accession, and became one of the 
latter's powerful amir. <112) He next hatched a plot in support of prince 
Anbarji (son of Mankkutimiir, eleventh son of Hulagii), failed and was 
arrested, but he was once again released. <113) After this he linked himself 
secretly with Prince Baidu, betrayed Gaikhatu Khan, and, on Baidu Khan's 
accession, became one of his powerful amir; but finding himself in rivalry 
with Tudaju, a 10,000 strong corps commander of the Qunkqtan tribe, also 
one of Baidu Khan's powerful amir, he betrayed Baidu Khan, and surrendered 
to Prince Ghazan, who had advanced with his army from the Khurasan 
area. <114) One whose actions were much the same as those of Tughachar 

was Qunchaqbal. In the reign of Arghun Khan he took over 'Abaqa Khan's 
1,000 strong unit in the centre (1,000 strong unit of lifeguards, great 1,000 
strong unit)', the main body of which was formed by the Qaraiinas,(115) and 
he, too, like Tughachar, had been one of Abaqa Khan's amir-in-waiting. (116) 

The reason that these two always played central roles in the struggles for 
the throne was, precisely, the presence in the background of their '10,000 
strong corps of Qaraiinas directly attached to the Khan' ·and the 'Khan's 
1,000 strong unit of the centre'.<117) In short, there was an increasing tendency, 
from the time of Arghiin Khan's reign, for even the Khan's directly attached 
force, mainly composed of the Qaraiinas of the '10,000 strong corps of 
Qaraiinas directly attached to the Khan', and the 'Khan's 1,000 strong unit 
of the centre', to take on the character of private troops of their corps or 
unit commanders. But, organised as they were in '10,000 strong corps' and 
'1,000 strong units', they were the stronger for being the Khan's directly 
attached force, and for that reason, probably, were not disbanded. 

I~ 1295, Ghazan marched from the Khurasan area to .A.dherbaijan and 
overthrew Baidu Khan. His first task, it need hardly be said, was to root 
out the cause of the struggles for the Khanate bound up with the continuing 
rivalry for power between the amir. Immediately after executing Baidu 

(lll) Rashid 2: p. 226. 
(ll2) Rashid 2: pp. 227-228. pp. 233-234. 
(113) Rashid 2: pp. 234-236. 
(ll4) Rashid 2: p. 243, 294. 
(ll5) See note (103). 
(ll6) See note (36). 
(ll7) Wagaf History, p. 260 records that, immediately after the accession of Gaikhatii Khan, 

Tughachar and Qiinchaq bal lost the command of their own troops, but this seems to 
have been a temporary matter. 
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Khan, Ghazan executed Qunchaqbal,(118) who had been on the side of 

Baidu, and, immediately after his accession, he exiled Tughachar, who had 

come to surrender to him, to Rum, where he had him murdered some months 

later. (119 ) At this point, the Khan's directly attached forces, chiefly made up 

of the Qaraunas of the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas directly attached to 

the Khan' and the '1,000 strong unit of the centre', all came under Ghazan 

Khan's control. The small bands of Qaraunas, who had surrendered to him 

in the Khurasan area, were combined with the greater part of the troops of 

the 'Hindustan-Kashmir protectorate', formerly commanded by Sa.Ii Nuyan, 

under the unified control of Ghazan Khan. Then Ala.du, the son of Sa.Ii: 

Nuyan, who had done Ghazan good service in his Khurasan period, was put 

in command of these forces. In short, Aladu's becoming corps commander 

of the '10,000 strong corps of Qaraunas directly attached to the Khan' was 

not just a matter of his succeeding as fifth corps commander, after Tughachar, 

who had been fourth; it should be interpreted as an important event, it being 

Ghazan's first step towards rooting out the evil of the constant struggles for 

the Khanate and establishing unity of action. 

Next, why did .Abaqa make the Qaraunas his directly attached forces? 

I think that this can be treated as a question of the character of the Ilkhanate 

in relation to the circumstances in which it came into being. That is to say, 

Hulagu, the first Ilkhan was originally the commander-in-chief of the ex

peditionary force, and, after his conquest he became 'Governor-General' of 

the territory of Iran, which formed the znjfi of the house of Tuliii and was 

entrusted to him by Mankkii Qaan. Accordingly, most of the troops he led 

from Mongolia were simply under his command, not his own troops. They 

were tribal troops, or troops put under his command at the time of the ex

pedition, forces which had their origin in such outposts of the Mongol empire 

of -Oktai's reign as the '.Adherbaijan military government' or the 'Hindiistan

Kashmir protectorate', their sole business being to take part in the conquest. 

But right in the middle of the campaign, in 1259, the news came of the 

death of Mankku Qiian, who had ordered the subjugation of Iran, and this 

was followed by a struggle that arose between Qiibilai and Ariq buka for 

the throne of the Qaan. It was necessary to counter the forces of the Mamliiks 

and those of the country of Qipchaq Khan who had designs on the conquered 

territory. Hiilagu inevitably gave up all thought of returning home and re

mained in Iran. At this point, Hiilagii, who was originally commander-in

chief of the Iran expeditionary force, finished his conquest, and then became 

'Governor-General of Iran', the position entrusted to him by Mankkii Qaan; 

thus came into being the Ilkhanate, the Mongol authority of which Hiilagfr 

was the first Ilkhiin. However, as was said above, the greater part of the 

(ll8) Rashid 2: pp. 300-301. 
(ll9) Rashid 2: p. 302. pp. 307-308. 
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various forces which formed the nucleus of the Ilkhanate were not Hillagii's 
own troops, and so it cannot be said that, when the ilkhanate was first set 
up, the basis of the khan's authority was necessarily very strong. In 1265, 
Hiilagii had hardly marked this stage in the conquest when he died, and 
his son Abaqa acceded. On this occasion he brought with him from his post 
in the Khurasan area the Qaraiinas who had become linked to him there, 
making them his own directly attached force; this, too, was simply a 
contrivance to strengthen the authority of the khan. 

In the reign of Abaqa Khan, who succeeded to the conquering activities 
of Hulagii, there were continual invasions by the troops of hostile countries, 
Qipchaq Khan's, Chaghatai Khan's, the Mamluks'; no particular problem 
arose between .Abaqa Khan and the various Mongol forces, which formed 
the nucleus of the Ilkhanate as to the solidarity necessary to counter these 
incursions. But in 1282, when he had brought a certain stability to the 
Ilkhanate, .Abaqa Khan died. And separatist symptoms, which had been 
taking root since the establishment of the ilkhanate, bound up with struggles 
for the succession, began to emerge into the open, and there was a state of 
continual confusion. At this time, the various tribal forces, which had formed 
the nucleus of Hiilagu's expeditionary force, and the various forces, that had 
originated in the outposts of Uktai Qaan's reign, had an increasingly strong 
tendency to independence. So when in 1295 Ghazan marched from the 
Khurasan area, overthrew Bai~u Khan and succeeded to the throne, he made 
his closest amir his instruments, and dealt with the various forces tending 
towards independence. By first reuniting the troops of the 'Hindustan
Kashmir protectorate', (Qaraiinas troops) which had been split in two, he 
cut at the root of the struggles for the khanate. He next destroyed the tribes 
who had formed the nucleus of Hiilagu's expeditionary force, and then 
proceeded to extirpate the successors to the '.Adherbaijan military government' 
and the 'Khurasan government-general', and he further killed many of the 
princes who were disputing the throne. In doing all this Ghazan was success
ful in establishing a unified authority, which was quite epoch making in the 
history of the Ilkhanate, of which the nucleus was his closest amzr.( 120 ) 

In short, the reunification under Ghazan of the troops of the 'Hindustan
Kashmir protectorate' (Qaraunas troops) which were divided in two at the 

(120) The account of the course of Ghazan Khan's reunification, in Chapter 2 of the 
'Chronicle of Ghazan', is fairly detailed, but the preceding 'main chronicles' are so 
terse that one has a strong feeling of abruptness, and so, in order to understand various 
concrete matters-what had been the circumstances of the various Mongol forces, 
destroyed by Ghazan, since the foundation of the ilkhanate? Or, what sort of people 
formed the nucleus of Ghazan Khan's political authority?-it is necessary to bring 
together and study the 'Studies of Tribes' and other detailed information. These mat
ters have hitherto scarcely been investigated, but they constitute an important problem 
in the history of the ilkhanate, and I am hoping to publish another article on this 
subject. 
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time of .Abaqa Khan's accession, should be understood as, 'the essential 
separatism of the ilkhanate rooted in the circumstances of its foundation, 
and an aspect of Ghazan's action to overcome this and bring unity.' 

We will finally touch briefly on the state of the 'Qaraunas troops' who 
were incorporated in Ghazan Khan's inju, after his time. 

It was Ala.du who was in command of the 'Qaraunas troops' unified in 
the time of Ghazan. The 'Study of the Tatar Tribe' has the following 
passage: (121) 

'Aladu had two sons. One was Baktut, who was amir of the Qarauna 
troops stationed in Khurasan. The other was Dalqak, who served under 
Ghazan Khan.' 

It is thus clear that, in Ghazan's reign, Aladu's son, Baktut, was in command 
of the Qara:iinas troops in the Khurasan area. 

We also find the following in a passage in the 'Chronicle of Ghazan', 
treating of matters a few months after Ghazan's accession: (122) 

'In 695 (1295-1296), ( .... ), the amir Ala.du arrived from the Khurasan 
area, and submitted a candid report about the state of affairs there.' 

This tells us that he went to the Khurasan area after Ghazan's accession. 
Taking this together with the fact that his son, Baktut, was in command of 
the Qaraunas troops in the Khurasan area, it would seem certain that, after 
Ghazan Khan's accession, Ala.du was in charge of the main force of 'Qaraunas 
troops', and that they were stationed in the Khurasan area. 

Scarcely any references can be found to Ala.du after the period quoted 
above, and the year of his death is unknown. But his son Baktiit, in the 
reign of Uljaitu Khan (1304-1316) which followed that of Ghazan Khan, 
and of Abu Sa'id Khan (1316-1335), was, we know, stationed in the Khurasan 
area and was extraordinarily powerful, and it is to be supposed that he had 
succeeded to his father's control over the 'Qaruanas troops'. However, after 
Ghazan Khan's reign, control over the Khurasan area was not necessarily 
stable. As a result, Baktut, too, had an increasing tendency to independence 
after the death of Uljaitii Khan. He joined with Prince Yasaur, of Chaghatai's 
line, and opposed Abu Sa'id, but eventually, when Yasaur's followers turned 
on their leader in about 1320, Baktut was killed at the outset.(123 ) We may 
doubtless suppose that the Qaraiinas troops were also disbanded at this time. 

The name Qaraunas is also found in the records of Timur's reign. There 
it is a term of contempt used by the Moguls of Mughulistan for the Chaghatai 

(121) Rashid 1: p. 189. 
(122) Rashid 2: p. 308. 
(123) I;Iafi~-i Abrii: Dhail-i J,ami' al-Tavarikh, ed. by Khan-Baba Bayani, Tehran, i939. 

p.112. 
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Turks of Mavara' al-nahr. It was probably not applied to the 'Qaraunas 
troops' of the ilkhanate period, disbanded on the death of Baktut, or to the 
'robber bands of Qaraunas' connected with the country of Chaghatai Khan, 
but even so, one may think that some of them were included. 


